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APOLLO 8: THE DECISION TO ORBIT THE MOON
by
W. Henry Lambright
Director, Center for Environmental Policy and Administration
Professor of Political Science and Public Administration
The Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs
Syracuse University
On Christmas Eve, 1968, three astronauts read from the Book of Genesis while they circled the
moon. They had recently seen the moon, and also been the first human beings to witness an earthrise, as
the blue planet emerged above the moon's horizon. The astronauts had been to the dark side of the moon,
out of contact with earth, and would soon repeat that experience as they orbited the lunar surface. They
wanted to communicate their observations to the people of earth and wish the millions who listened
250,000 miles away a merry Christmas. When they splashed down in the ocean and were picked up safe
and sound, people everywhere, but especially in America, rejoiced. It had been a terrible year for the
United States. Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther King were assassinated, the Viet Nam War took a
dramatic turn for the worse, a president was driven from office, and civil rights and anti-war protesters
took to the streets and set fires in Washington and other cities.
The first voyage to the moon, at the very end of the year, raised hopes and displayed the best of
which the United States was capable. It was a special moment in a time of trouble. Time magazine,
which had intended "the dissenter" as its "Man of the Year," replaced him with the three Apollo 8
astronauts.
For NASA, Apollo 8 proved that the decision President John Kennedy had made in 1961 had a
good chance of being realized. It also relieved much of the burden of the 1967 Apollo Fire, which had
killed three astronauts and east doubts on the agency's technical capacity. It gave renewed confidence
andimpetusto abeleagueredagencyandnation.Sixandone-halfmonthslater,NeilArmstrongstepped
footonthemoon,therebyfulfilling thegoalKennedydeclaredin 1961.
Inthehistoryof theApolloprogram,threemissionstandoutaboveall therest.Theyare:
Apollo11,themoon-landingflight;Apollo13,theflightthatalmostresultedin tragedy,butwhichwas
turnedinsteadintoaremarkablexampleof humancourageandorganizationalteamwork;andApollo8,
thefirstmannedvoyageto andaroundthemoon.
WhatisnotwellknownisthatApollo8wasaflightthatwasimprovised,whosesuccess
acceleratedNASA'svoyagetothemoon,andwhichwasanexceptionallyhigh-riskventure.Manyin
NASAaswellasoutsideobserversof theagencywouldlaterlookbackonApollo8"astheboldest
decisionNASAevermade."!It wouldbecalled"thesinglegreatestgambleinspaceflightthen,and
since."2It wasalsotermedanunusuallywellconsideredecision,"carefullyassessed"with"great
precision"bymanyparticipants,riskybut"prudent."3
In hindsight,Apollo8wasoneof themostimportantdecisionsinNASA'shistory,oneof the
clearestexamplesof riskmanagement.Fromthetimethedecisionwasfirstconceivedtothetimeit was
implemented,theissueof technicalriskwasforemostin themindsofNASAofficialsandastronauts.So
werethepoliticalrisksof failure.
TECHNICALNDPOLITICALRISKS
Technicalriskpertainstothefailureof hardware,software,andastronaut-machinei terfacethat
makesaccomplishmentpossible.Politicalriskreferstothe impactsof technicalfailureonthefortunesof
NASAanditsofficials.Politicalriskalsoinvolvesthehazardsof appearinginactiveornotmaking
progress.Technicalandpoliticalrisksareintertwined,inseparablein thedecision-makingprocess,
affectingthenatureof thedecision,itstiming,andcommunicationtothelargerpublic.
WhatfactorsledtotheApollo8decision?WhowasApollo8'schampion?Whowasfor it -- or
againstit? Wasthedecisionalteredasit movedtowardacceptance?Why?Howwerepoliticalrisks
2
factored in, by whom? When? With what consequence for the decision? All these questions are critical
in understanding the dynamics of the Apollo 8 decision-making process.
BACKGROUND AND SETTING
Inthe firsthalfof 1967,NASA's drivetothe moon was delayed by the Apollo fire,which took
the livesofthree astronauts.Following an investigationofNASA and North American, NASA's prime
contractoron the Apollo spacecraft,NASA began a difficultperiod of recovery,making changes in
organization,personnel,and equipment. This period began inNovember with the launch of the first
Saturn rocket,itselfademonstration ofthe wisdom of the "all-up"decisionmade in1963 by Manned
Space FlightdirectorGeorge Mueller. All-up was a high-riskdecisionthatmeant omitting certain
incremental testsof components infavor of a testof the fullyassembled rocket,flyingand testing
equipment allatonce. This all-updecision was considered extremely riskyby the German rocket
engineers under Wernher yon Braun, whose approach was slower and more cautious. Mueller's view
prevailedas the only way to keep the Apollo program on schedule with itslunar-goaltimetable. Mueller
regarded the risksas acceptableand his superiorsinNASA backed him.4
However, the sense of achievement inNovember was rudely interrupted4 April 1968 when the
second Saturn testsuffereda violentup and down shaking,a "pogo" effect.Had the flightbeen manned,
which itwas not,the crew would have aborted the flight,ifthey had survived atall.Fortunatelyfor
NASA, few outsidethe agency took note of Saturn'stroubles,as the country was preoccupied with the
shooting of Martin Luther King, which occurred atthe same time.5
NASA, however, was worried and immediately launched an internalinvestigation.Meanwhile,
another problem became visible.The Lunar Excursion Module (LEM), the spidery machine thatwould
ferrytwo astronautsto the lunarsurfacefrom an orbitingmother ship,was fallingbehind schedule. Also,
word came toNASA from the intelligenceagencies thatthe Soviet space program was picking up speed,
and might be attempting a manned flighttothe moon by the end of 1968. The Russians did not have the
capability to land on the moon, but might be able to send a spaceship to the moon and around it in a
figure-eight pattern, making use of the moon's own gravity to return the ship to earth.6 All these
concerns, real and possible, converged in the summer of 1968, when one man decided to act.
THE INITIAL PROTAGONIST
George Low exemplified the kind of technical manager who was fully engaged in the Apollo
mission. He had been placed in charge of redesigning the Apollo spacecraft (command module and
service module) in the management shake-up after the fire. A native of Austria, 42 years old, a long-time
NACA and NASA employee, Low was a brilliant engineer and manager who worked tirelessly to get
Apollo's spacecraft ready for a flight to the moon. He had been an official in Headquarters and had
served as Deputy Director of the Manned Spacecraft Center prior to his present assignment. That he was
given the critical task of managing spacecraft redesign showed the respect top NASA officials had for
Low's skills.
In July, convinced that the Apollo spacecraft was now ready for the moon mission, Low took a
much needed vacation. While away, however, he could not take his mind off the space program. He had
heard that von Braun's rocket team at the Marshall Space Flight Center had diagnosed Saturn's pogo
problem and was working on its remedy. LEM was another matter. It would be months late. The next
flight, Apollo 7, was scheduled as the first manned Apollo flight. In earth orbit, it would take place by
early October and test the improved Apollo spacecraft. After that flight would come Apollo 8, another
manned flight in earth orbit, this one testing the LEM. It was scheduled for December. Now this flight
would be indefinitely delayed. With the delay, the Apollo goal to land a man on the moon "before this
decade is out" would be in jeopardy.
When Low returned to Houston at the beginning of August, he had conceived a possible solution
to the problem. Assuming the spacecraft and rocket were ready, why not fly men to the moon without
LEM? The men would not land, but loop around the moon and come back. Not only would NASA not
fall behindschedule,butit wouldgainexperiencein lunarflightsoonerthanplanned.Thissolutionwas
boldto saytheleast,for it meantgoingasearlyaspossibletothemoononthefirstmannedvoyageof a
Saturn5rocket.7
ENLISTINGALLIES
ThefirstmanwithwhomLowsharedhisideawasChristopherKraft. KraftwasDirectorof
FlightOperationsatHouston,aveteranof NACA/NASA,and,likeLow,veryhighlyregardedwithinthe
agency.WhenheheardLowbroachthesubjectof anew,moreambitiousApollo8mission,Kraftwas
initiallystunned.Lowsaidhe"wasprettysureof thespacecraftanditshardware."Hewantedto knowif
Chriswas"readywithhisoperationalpeople.""Did wehavethetrajectoriesand[computer]programs,"
heasked.
KraftconferredwithhisspecialistsandcamebacktoLowatthebeginningof theworkday
August9. AsKraft recalled:
This was way ahead of the schedule that we had intended to build some of the software
necessary to do the job in the control center. We had to develop all the procedures, all
the mathematics. At the same time, Lunar Orbiter [an unmanned probe of the moon ]
had shown us that the determination of orbits around the moon was not going to be a very
easy problem.
Nevertheless, Kraft said his team of navigation/flight control people could do the job.
Moreover, Kraft had himself come to believe that Apollo 8 should go beyond the "loop-around"
flight to an even more demanding lunar orbit flight. He told Low such a mission was not only possible,
but desirable. "It would give us an early lead" in developing the experience essential "to fly the landing
missions." Kraft thus advocated a modification in Low's proposal that added benefits to the lunar
journey -- at the cost of additional risks.8
Low went immediately to the office of Robert Gilruth, the Center's Director, and explained the
new options being considered. Gilruth called in Kraft and also Deke Slayton, chief of the astronaut
office. Slaytonhadalreadybeentoldof thenewmission,andwassupportive.Afterlisteningto thethree
visitors,Gilruthagreedto thelunarorbitproposal."It tookmetensecondsto respond,"herecollected.9
WhataboutheSaturnrocket?Wouldit beready?WhatwouldHeadquarterssay?Othersin
NASA?LowandGilruthgotonthetelephonesto seeifa meetingcouldbearrangedto discusstheideas
andpossibleissues.GeneralSamPhillips,directorof theApolloPrograminWashington,wascontacted.
HewasintriguedandsuggestedthatrelevantpartiesmeethatafternooninvonBraun'sofficeat
Huntsville,Alabama.
At 2:45p.m.,ameetingtookplaceinHuntsville.PresentwerePhillips,vonBraun,Gilruth,Kurt
Debus(directorof theKennedySpaceCenter),andvariousotherkeyofficialsincludingLow,Kraft,and
Slayton.Lowsetthetonefor themeeting,warningthattheonlywayNASAcouldmeetits lunar-landing
deadlinewouldbebyflyingmentothemooninApollo8,attheendof theyear.VonBraunanswered
thevital questionaboutheSaturn5rocketbysayingit wouldbeready."Wedidn't feeltooconcerned
abouthelaunchvehiclerisk,"because:
weall feltwewereontopof theApollo6 [pogo]problems...Fromourpointof view,the
riskdifferencebetweenaSaturn5launchto earthorbitandtogofromthereonto the
moonwasarelativelysmallthing.
Hesaidatthemeeting,"It doesn'tmattertothelaunchvehiclehowfarwego.''10
DebusdeclaredthattheKennedyfacilitycouldbepreparedfora launchin December.Others
addedtheirviews,Phillipsmainlylistening.Therecordof themeetingdoesnotmentionthecompetition
of theRussians.However,it wascertainlyaconsiderationof thosepresent.Accordingto Kraft:
"Everybodywantedto beatheRussians'ass."AstronautBuzzAldrincallscompetitionareasonfor
goingbeyondthelunarfly-bytothe"moreambitious- andconsiderablyriskier-- lunarorbitmission."l!
It wasinthecontextof SovietcompetitionthatFrankBorman,theastronautaskedto leadthemission,
wasinformed.Bormanwascalledto Slayton'sofficeonAugust10,onedayaftertheHuntsville
meeting.AskingBormantoclosethedoorbehindhimasheenteredhisoffice,Slaytontoldhimthat
intelligencesourcesbelieved
...thatheRussiansareplanningalunarfly-bybeforetheendof theyear.Wewantto
changeApollo8fromanearthorbitalto a lunarorbitalflight. I knowthatdoesn'tgive
usmuchtime,soI havetoaskyou:Doyouwantto doit ornot?
Bormandidnothesitate:"Yes.''12
THEDECISIONTOPROCEED
Whathadbegunwithoneman-- Low-- wasnowacoalitionofadvocates.Animportantconvert
wasPhillips,whohaddecidedshortlyaftertheHuntsvillemeetingthathewouldsupportheApollo8
lunarorbitdecision.Hecouldseethetechnicalrisksaswellasthebenefits.AnengineerandAir Force
general,PhillipshadmanagedthehugeMinutemanmissileprogram,andwasusedto highstakes
involvingbigmoneyandhumanlives.Later,hewouldwritedownforhissuperiorstheprosandconsof
thelunarorbitchoice,andstatethattheriskswereacceptableasfarashewasconcerned.At thispoint,
however,hissuperiorsdidnotknowabouthegatheringforcebelowtheminNASA.
Thethreemenwhohadto beconvincedif Apollo8wastolaunchinDecemberwereGeorge
Mueller,Directorof theOfficeof MannedSpaceFlight;Tom Paine, Deputy Administrator; and James
Webb, Administrator. Mueller and Webb were in Europe attending a conference. Hence, the first of the
three who could be approached was Paine. New to NASA, Paine had come in early 1968 from General
Electric. He was a metallurgical engineer known as an imaginative and big thinker.
A meeting was arranged at NASA Headquarters August 13. Phillips led a delegation of officials
from the centers. All favored going ahead with the lunar orbit mission. Again, Low was direct and to the
point: "Assuming Apollo 7 is a success there is no other choice." Noting the problems Apollo 6 had had,
Paine reminded the gathering that NASA had been recently debating whether it was safe even to put men
on a Saturn 5 rocket. "Now you want to up the ante," he remarked. Directing his question to Phillips, he
asked, "Do you really want to do this, Sam?" Phillips responded that he did. There was more discussion,
and at the end Paine said he was aboard, but "We'll have a hell of a time selling it to Mueller and
Webb."13
Phillipsnowtelephonedhisimmediatesuperior,Mueller.Muellerwas"skepticalandcool"to
theidea.Hesawsignificantrisksanduncertaingains.Hesaidhe'dthinkabouttheproposalfurther.
Hearingnothingbackfortwodays,PhillipsandPainereachedWebb.Theyfoundhehadnotbeen
briefedbyMuellerontheearliercall. Whentheyexplainedthelunarorbitproposalto him,NASA's
Administratorwasdumbfounded."If aperson'shockcouldbetransmittedoverthetelephone,I'd
probablyhavebeenshotin thehead,"recalledPhillips.
Painetriedto reassureWebbthattheplanhadbeenthoroughlydiscussedandallNASA'stop
technicalpeoplebelievedthelunarorbitmissionwasviable.A lawyerandadministrator,Webb
generallydidnotsecond-guesshisassociatesontechnicaljudgments.However,heregardedhimselfas
theexpertonpoliticalaspectsof decisions.Hesawimmensepoliticalrisksin thedecision.At first
inclinedto sayno,heendedbyaskingPainetosendhimfurtherinformation,inwriting.14
By the end of the day, this information was on its way. Paine's seven-page cable outlined the
rationale for a lunar-orbit flight, pending success in the earth-orbit flight of Apollo 7. If it turned out that
the lunar flight was deemed inadvisable, the astronauts could fly another earth-orbit flight in December.
Without the LEM, however, such a flight would gain little beyond Apollo 7. Webb discussed the matter
with Mueller and the next day, August 16, called Paine. He directed him "to plan for the lunar orbit flight
but to make no public statement about it." He "asked Paine to notify the White House and the President's
science advisers about any drastic changes in mission planning.! 5
This was not a final decision, but it was the essential enabling decision that Webb's associates
had to have to move forward. The next day Phillips went to Houston and conferred with Gilruth, Low,
Kraft, and Slayton. He said he had "clear authority" from Webb for NASA to prepare for an Apollo 8
launch in December. NASA should "speak of the flight as earth orbit while continuing to plan for a lunar
orbit." The time to start training the Borman crew was now.16
On August 19, "NASA publicly announced the [Apollo 8] flight as an expansion of Apollo 7,
although the agency spokesman said that the exact content of the mission had not been decided."17
PREPARATIONSBEGIN
August19wasalsothedaywhenKraftandBorman,alongwithvarioustechnicalspecialists,met
inHoustonto outlinethefirst flightplantothemoon.Theplanhadtobalancemaximumtechnicalgains
withmaximumsafetyfor theastronauts,notasimpleprocess.Kraft andBormanwereunique
individuals,andheldoneanotheringreatrespect."Kraftwasabsolutelyunflappableinacrisis,"recalled
Borman,"andhesharedwithGilruthadeterminationeverto letanymanorwomanin theprogram
neglectwhattheyconsideredto haveashighapriorityasthemissionitself:theastronauts'afety.''!8
Bormanwasoneof themosthighlyesteemedastronauts,notonlybrave,butquiteintelligent.Hehad
beenselectedto serveontheApollofire investigationboardandhadtakenaleadroleamongthe
astronautsin therecoveryeffortthatfollowed.Hisbeingselectedascommanderof Apollo8reflected
theagency'sconfidenceinhisability.
KraftandBormandecidedonasix-daymission,tocommenceDecember21. Thiswouldpermit
Apollo8to arriveatthemoonwhenthesunwasrisingacrosstheSeaof Tranquility,allowingthecrewto
scanthisareaasapotentialandingsite. Gettingto andfromsuchavantagepointentailedanumberof
decisionswheretheflightplancouldbemodifiedintheinterestof safety.Forhispart,Bormandecided
toarguestronglyonthesideof minimizingrisk. As herecalled:"I wasn'tthatpessimisticbutI damned
wellknewtherisks,andfromtheverybeginningI wantedto increasetheoddsinourfavor."19
Thefirstcriticaldecisionpointwouldoccurshortlyafterlaunch,whenApollo8hadachieved
earthorbit. All themanifoldsystemswouldbecheckedandrecheckedbytheastronautsinspaceand
controllersatHouston.If anythingwentwrong,ordidnotlookjustright,adecisionto stayin earthorbit
foraten-daymissioncouldbemade.If thecrewandflightcontrollersagreedthatall waswell,the
astronautswouldperforma'burn"of theengineandlift outof orbittowardthemoon.Thisdecision
pointwascalledTrans-LunarInjection(TLI).
Thespaceshipcouldalmostautomaticallyfly aroundthemoonandbacktowardtheearth,tracing
afigure-eightpattern,thanksto lawsof celestialmechanicsandsmallmaneuveringthrustersastronauts
coulduseasnecessary.Thatwasthetrajectoryof leastrisk. Thedecisionhadalreadybeenmadetogo
intoorbitif possible;hence,thenextmajordecisionpointoccurredwhentheastronautsreachedthe
moon.Assumingall waswell,themenwouldfire theirrocketengineinsuchawayastogo intolunar
orbit,anactioncalledLunarOrbitInsertion(LOI).
WhatKraftandBormanhadtodecidenowwashowlongtostayinorbit. Someof thetechnical
expertsattendingthemeetingurgedasmanyorbitsaspossibleinordertoaugmentdata-gathering,
especiallyaboutmassconcentrationsof geologicalformationsonthemoonthatcouldaffectorbitand
landing.As far as Borman was concerned, the fewer orbits the better. Kraft worked out a compromise
that made for 10 orbits, or a total of 20 hours circling the moon.
The next decision point was that to leave the moon -- called Trans-Earth Injection (TEl). This
was considered the riskiest part of the flight. The rocket that would be fired, called the Service
Propulsion System (SPS), had to work. There was no back-up, since there was no LEM. Earlier safety
reviews of lunar flight requirements had always listed the LEM as a potential "lifeboat," because its
powerful engine (to descend to, and ascend from the moon ) could be used in other ways in an
emergency. It could propel the spacecraft from lunar orbit to a return trajectory to earth, should SPS
fail.20 The LEM would in fact become a lifeboat in Apollo 13, as millions of people saw in the film
based on this flight. In 1968 it would not be available.
Assuming SPS worked, Apollo 8 would be on its way back to earth, and the last high-risk
decision point would come in the final hour of its journey. The crew would have to position their craft
for reentry at the right speed and at the right angle, lest their spacecraft burn up in the atmosphere or
bounce off into space. The speed (25,000 miles per hour ) and angle (2 degrees ) were unprecedented.
There was another problem, Borman was told. He and his crew would be landing at night, and
that might complicate rescue a bit. Borman's view was that a night landing, after all the other risks that
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wouldhavebeenfacedupto this point, was not worth his worrying. Finally, Borman raised the issue of
why he had to take a television camera aboard on the trip -- it added unnecessary weight. He was told
that dispensing with the camera was not an option. The weight was trivial and not a safety factor. The
NASA policy was to let the world share in as much of the Apollo 8 experience as possible.21
The flight plan was now essentially complete. Higher levels of the agency would go over it and
determine whether it should have their endorsement or not. Meanwhile, the astronauts commenced
arduous training. In addition to Borman, the crew included James Lovell and William Anders. Lovell's
job was to handle navigation, while Anders specialized in science, monitoring equipment and
photographing the moon. As Commander, Borman was the generalist, with cross-cutting responsibilities.
Each was a former test pilot, knew the risks, and accepted them for different reasons. For
Borman, Apollo was like a war, and he wanted to see the US the winner. Lovell saw Apollo 8 as "worth
the risk for the adventure alone, never mind the potential for scientific discovery." Anders, more than the
others, calculated the pros and cons. He "did not worry that much about himself. He did worry about his
family." The pluses for him were at least three: adventure, duty to country, and the chance to make
history. "If he had two chances in three of coming back -- and he figured the odds were probably a good
bit better than that -- he was ready. ''22
PROVIDING POLITICAL COVER
By September, NASA was well on its way to a Christmas rendezvous with the moon. There had
still been no public announcement of the new plan for Apollo 8, in line with Webb's directive. The
NASA Administrator, concerned about the political risks, wanted to keep his options open and reveal
NASA's intent in his own way to the President and Congress. When he spoke with President Johnson, he
declared "it was time for America to gamble," that a lunar-orbit flight would "provide valuable
knowledge about navigation to and around the moon, perhaps hasten a lunar landing." Johnson told him
"he would support whatever final decision NASA made."23
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Webbnodoubtalsospokewithseniorlegislatorsconcernedwithspace.It washisstyleto hold
theinitiativeindealingwithhispoliticaloverseers,keepingtheminformedbutdoingsowithacertain
artfulnessbywhichheprotectedNASA'sautonomy.HealwayswantedNASAto makethehard
technicalchoices,includingthoseinvolvingtechnicalrisk. Hemaywellalsohavemadeuseof reports
concerningSovietintentwith respectto a lunarfly-by. OnSeptember14,theSovietsobligedNASAby
sendinganunmannedprobe,calledZond, around the moon and back. Webb certainly believed the US
was in a real race, and would have conveyed this sense to both the President and Congress. In view of
the criticism NASA had received after the Apollo fire, Webb had to inform his elected superiors of the
risk NASA was taking, but he did so in his own way, pointing out the rewards, and providing political
cover for his agency's technical decision.
On September 16, to the surprise of everyone, Webb suddenly announced he was leaving NASA,
effective October 7. Webb's leaving was strategic on his part, an effort to control the choice of
leadership at NASA after he and President Johnson were gone. He felt that the new president, expected
to be Richard Nixon, would make major changes at NASA if Webb were still around in January. Even if
Hubert Humphrey won, he would want to replace Webb with a man the new president felt was loyal to
him.
Webb believed that if he left early, before the November election, he would thereby give his
deputy, Tom Paine, perceived as an apolitical technocrat, a chance to prove his mettle. In that event, the
new president might be willing to keep Paine and make no changes in NASA until after the lunar-landing
flight. At this point in time, Webb's mind was totally focused on NASA's achieving the Kennedy goal,
even if he was not there at the finish line. Also, he believed that if there were a mishap on a flight prior to
the lunar landing, he could fight more strenuously for the space program from outside than inside the
agency. The transition strategy, which Webb conveyed to Johnson on September 16, made so much
sense to the president that he accepted it on the spot and directed Webb to announce his leaving
immediately, rather than waiting an unspecified time as Webb had intended. In the speculation that
12
followed,onetheorywasthatWebbhadsufferedafailureof nervedueto Apollo8'sriskiness.There is
nothing in Webb's behavior as NASA Administrator to suggest any credibility to this theory. Rather, his
consistent approach was to protect his organization and the Apollo goal. He used his political skills to
sell NASA's technical judgments to his Washington masters.24
THE DECISION TO LAUNCH
When the time for a final choice on Apollo 8 came, it would be Paine who would make the
decision. For Low, this meant that a lunar-orbit flight was certain, since Paine earlier had been an
advocate to Webb.25 Now that Paine was the decision-maker, however, and had the ultimate
responsibility, he was not so sure the decision was a foregone conclusion. As Acting Administrator, he
wanted to make sure all the risks and benefits of a lunar-orbit flight were carefully reviewed. Also, his
top associate in manned space flight, Mueller, was by no means sold on the merits of Apollo 8 at this
time.
Absolutely critical to the final decision, everyone knew, was Apollo 7, the first manned flight in a
spacecraft that had been redesigned substantially following the Apollo fire. On October 11, using a
smaller Saturn rocket than the Saturn 5, Apollo 7 was launched into earth orbit. Eleven days later it
splashed down in the Pacific, a complete success.
The stage was now set. The media was by now fully alert to the fact that a lunar flight might be
next, although NASA still insisted that the final decision remained to be made. Paine said he wanted a
thorough evaluation of the risks involved before deciding. Mueller took the lead in most of the reviews.
Exactly where Mueller stood was not always clear. He would later insist that he was playing the devil's
advocate role, and there is no question that he was a force to counter the momentum in favor of going
ahead. As the protagonist in the "all-up" decision that had accelerated testing of Saturn, Mueller was
certainly a man who had established his credentials as a risk-taker.
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However,hehadbeenthroughthechasteningexperienceof theApollofire, andwasnotaboutto
takeunnecessaryisks,andheregardedthelunar-orbitflightasnotworththerisks. At least,thatwasthe
viewheconveyedin thesummerandfall of 1968.RobertSherrod,anastutejournalistdocumentingthe
Apolloprogramatthistime,recalledMuellertellinghimonSeptember24:"Whatcanweaccomplishin
it? If wecouldclearlyadvanceourknowledge,I'd bemoreenthusiastic."Muellerbadgeredthe
proponentsof thedecisiontoansweronechallengeafteranotherconcerningtheflight,especially
exasperatingLow,whodidnotcarefor Muellerinanyevent.Bythebeginningof November,Apollo8
wasstill only"50-50"in Mueller'smind.26
OnNovember4 MuellerwroteGilruth,askingHoustonto takeanotherlook. Hestated,"there
aregraverisksto theprogramasawhole,notjust totheApollo8mission."Hewassatisfiedthatthe
technicalriskswerereasonableandacceptableand"thegreatestsingleadvantageof flyingApollotothe
moonwasthewayit galvanizedpeople.""Yet,"Muellerexplained,"youandI knowthatif failure
comes,thereactionwill bethatanyoneshouldhaveknownbetterthantoundertakesuchatripatthis
pointin time." SherrodexpressedMueller'spositionas"a curiousmixtureof boldnessandtimidity."
Muellerbelievedmoreflightscouldmeanmorerisks,notless.Ratherthanspreadingouttherisks,taking
smalleronesmoreoften,hefelt it wasbetterto concentratehemonfewerflights. Thispositioncaused
himto opposeanyflighthethoughtwasnotabsolutelynecessary.27
LowbelievedanApollo8flightto themoonwasessentialto realizingtheultimategoal. Who
wasrightandwhowaswrong?Theanswercamedownto professionaljudgment.Asthereviews
continued,moreandmoreprofessionaljudgmentsconvergedaroundagodecision.OnNovemberi0
Muellerconvenedameetingof Apollocontractorexecutivesandvirtuallyall of themsaidNASAshould
fly to themoononApollo8. "Thisiswhatwecametothepartyfor,"quippedLelandAtwood,president
ofNorthAmerican.28If NASAneededanotherspurtodecision,thiscamethesameday,whenthe
SovietUnionlaunchedanotherZondtothemoonandannounceditspurposewastoperfectanapproach
thatcouldbeusedbyamannedcraft.29
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November11wasaholidayingovernment,butnotfor thirty NASA executives who gathered at a
meeting in Washington chaired by Paine. He went around the room and heard representatives of the
centers responsible for manned flight say they were ready. At the end of the meeting, Mueller declared
"there is no technical reason not to fly Apollo 8 as a lunar-orbit flight." At last, Mueller was publicly
aboard, however non-enthusiastically. Low was not impressed. "By this time," he told Sherrod, "I didn't
care what Mueller thought."30
Paine asked most of the second and third-rank officials to leave and called an executive session
where he conferred with the most senior officials: center directors, program heads, and close staff.
Discussed were not only the merits of the decision but also how to communicate the decision to the media
and public. It was suggested that the decision should appear a matter of logic and not a reaction to Soviet
competition.31 Finally, Paine retired to his office accompanied only by Mueller and Homer Newell, the
latter being the Associate Administrator and "Chief Scientist," one who had not been particularly
involved in the Apollo 8 decision-making process up to this time. Newell said he was for the decision,
seeing "substantial technical benefits." Mueller stated that the incremental risks were as great as any
flight previously undertaken in the program, but he nevertheless was now in favor of going ahead. ]'hat
afternoon, Phillips prepared a memo for decision, listing the pros and cons of a flight and ending with a
recommendation in favor. Phillips did not mince words on the risk of the SPS engine. With no LEM
lifeboat, the SPS must work. There was no redundancy once the astronauts were in lunar orbit. Phillips
stated in his memo: "The life of the crew depends on the successful operation of the Service Propulsion
System during the Trans-Earth Injection maneuver." The memo went to Mueller, who concurred in
writing with the Phillips recommendation. He sent it to Paine.32
The final decision was Paine's. Paine had thought about Apollo 8 for a long time. While reviews
took place below him, Paine had conferred with Webb. Reflecting on Webb's advice and his own
reasoning at this time, Paine recalled:
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Nixon,
[Webb]didn'ttellmewhattodoornottodo. Hesimplysaid:"Besureto thinkthrough
theconsequencesofyourdecision.Whatif somethinghappenedandtheastronauts
woundupcirclingthemoonforever?"I agreedthatthiswasaterriblethingevento
contemplate.Butmyviewwasthatwehadcrossedthatthreshold.Whenwemadethe
decisionto goto themoon,weknewwe'dhavetobetakingsomeprettyfiercerisks
alongtheway. Also,I wasnotasconcernedaboutriskaspeoplearetoday.33
At 4:00p.m.PainecalledPresidentJohnson,whowasmeetingwithPresident-elect
informingthemboththathehaddecidedto goto themoononApollo8.
DEFENDINGTHEDECISION
Thefollowingday,November12,Paineandhisseniorassociateswentbeforethemediato
announcethedecision,whichtheytermed"themostadvancedmission"forApollo8. Theywere
immediatelygrilledontherisk issue.WasNASAgoingto chancealunar-orbitmissiontoheadoff the
Russians?No,wasPaine'sresponse.TheRussians'intent"did notplayanypartatall in ourdecisionon
this flight,"hesaid.Whygonow,withoutthesafetyfeatureof theLEM? Wouldn'tit bebetter,the
reporterasked,towaitsomemonthsuntil it wasavailable?Again,PaineandhisassociatessaidNo, the
missionwaswithintheboundsof acceptablerisk,whenall factorswereconsidered.Whatwerethe
"odds"of success,anothereporterwantedtoknow.PhillipsrepliedfortheNASAofficialsthathewas
"notgoingto calculateasetof probabilitynumbersforyou. I feelthatwe'rereadyfor thelunar-orbit
missionandthatwehaveeveryreasontoexpecthatwewill beabletocarryoutthefull missionand
succeedwith it. IfI wasn'tconvincedof that,I wouldn'thaverecommendedsuchamissionin thefirst
place."34
In thedaysthatfollowed,therewerescatteredcriticismsof thedecisionfromthescientific
communityandotherquarters,butnothingsubstantialenoughtoalterNASA'scourse.Mueller,among
others,defendedthedecision,stressingthethoroughnesswithwhichNASAhadgoneaboutitsrisk
assessment.Further,theactualexecutionof thedecisioninvolvedvarious"decisionpoints,"hestressed,
whereNASAcouldmakechangesintheinterestof crewsafety.MostobserversinCongressandthe
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mediawentalongwithNASA. Afterall,thespaceagencyanditsexecutives would shoulder the
re.sponsibility and blame if anything went wrong.a5
THE DECISION IS CARRIED OUT
Paine made it clear to NASA and its contractors that he wanted to know about "any problem" that
came up that would "increase the potential risk of the mission." NASA could still turn back.36 It was not
likely to do so. The momentum was palpable. In early December, the Soviet Union did not use an
optimal launch window, causing NASA officials to conclude that for whatever reason the USSR had
decided against a manned launch to the moon. The US was in the lead. More than ever, NASA pushed
ahead.
Borman and his crew, meanwhile, trained every day, long hours, simulating every conceivable
exercise they might have to perform in an actual flight. Borman, acutely conscious that his own life and
that of his colleagues depended on the flawless functioning of the SPS engine, pushed Low and others to
make certain last minute improvements in the device. These were made, Low later wrote, at considerable
expense.37
On December 21, Apollo 8 soared into the atmosphere. There was no pogo effect, and the first
decision point was attained right on schedule. The crew and mission control went for TLI -- Trans-Lunar
Injection. Firing their rockets to reach escape velocity, the astronauts left earth orbit and sped toward
earth's nearest neighbor. On December 24, the next decision point arrived when Apollo 8 reached the
moon. Again, crew and mission control communicated. All went well. The astronauts fired their engine
and dropped into lunar orbit. "See you on the other side," said Lovell to Houston as the spaceship sailed
out of contact with earth to the dark side of the moon. In Houston, Paine muttered to himself, "Jim, I
hope so. I hope so."38
When the spaceship reappeared and communicated again, all in Mission Control felt a sense of
relief. The orbits continued. It was Christmas Eve, and the crew read, one by one, excerpts from the
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Bookof Genesis.Onearth,hundredsof millionsof peoplelistened, in rapt attention. Ironically, what the
astronauts also told the people on earth was that it was earth that was alive and special, not the dead
moon. They had seen the first "earthrise" and their message would help lead to the initial Earth Day, in
1970. Wishing the people on earth a merry Christmas, the Apollo 8 crew now disappeared behind the
moon and continued their journey.
On Christmas Day, the crew arrived at the moment all associated with Apollo 8 had most dreaded
-- Trans-Earth Injection -- when the astronauts would use their SPS engine to extricate themselves from
lunar orbit and direct their ship back home. The SPS maneuver was accomplished without incident.
"Please be informed," Lovell radioed Houston, "there is a Santa Claus."
Everybody at NASA breathed a sigh of relief, especially those who had recommended or made
the decision. Among them, Kraft had been particularly worried, as he had spoken with Borman's wife,
Susan, shortly before the flight. Susan had hidden her fears from her husband, but did not do so from
Kraft. "If you think the [Apollo] fire was bad," she told him, "wait until these guys get stranded in
orbit."39
They were not stranded, and on December 27 executed their reentry procedure perfectly. The
crew landed at night, and were found without difficulty. The mission could not have been more
successful.
AFTERMATH
Just about everyone, including critics of the space program, agreed that Apollo 8 was a "magical"
flight. The year 1968 had been painful for America. The Tet Offensive in Viet Nam showed how poorly
the war was going for the US side; President Johnson was forced to announce he would not run for
reelection; Martin Luther King and Robert Kennedy were assassinated; the civil rights movement was
frustrated; and Johnson's Great Society had fallen into shambles. There were protests in the streets and at
the Democratic National Convention. Draft cards were burned and fires raged in the nation's capital.
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Time Magazine planned to symbolize the year by featuring "the Dissenter" on its Man of the Year cover.
Then came Apollo 8, and the three astronauts replaced the Dissenter. The year ended on a surge of hope
and patriotic pride.
For NASA, Apollo 8 was everything its proponents had hoped it would be -- and more. It helped
pave the way for succeeding flights, especially Apollo 11, in July 1969, when a man first stepped on the
moon, and was then returned safely to earth. The goal proclaimed by President Kennedy in 1961 was
thus fulfilled. In Apollo 8, NASA had taken a great risk, and had garnered rewards of success.
CONCLUSION
Apollo 8 represents a textbook example of a successful risk-management decision. What were
the factors critical in Apollo 8's success.
The first was the clarity of the problem for which Apollo 8 was a solution. The problem was the
unavailability of LEM for its appointed December 1968 launch of the original Apollo 8. This delay could
have jeopardized the achievement of the lunar landing goal within the decade. In addition, there was the
possible problem, which many in NASA took quite seriously, of a Soviet fly-by of the moon in
December. Competition and the race to the moon mattered to NASA.
The second was the solution. It was clear and unequivocal. A lunar fly-by and back would not
only keep Apollo on schedule, but perhaps accelerate the sequence of flights. Also, it would meet the
challenge the Soviets were thought to be presenting. Hence, there was an ideal match between problem
and solution. This match made the "reward" for risk-taking clear to most in NASA.
Thirdly, having an able advocate was critical. George Low was strategically located and well
regarded within NASA. He also checked his ideas with other key officials and technical specialists, thus
building a coalition of support for the solution. As he did so, the solution changed, becoming even
bolder. Instead of a fly-by, there would be a lunar-orbit mission. The advocacy coalition included those
whose judgment was seen as relevant to the risk assessment process, such as Kraft, von Braun, Borman,
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Debus,Phillips,andothers.A mid-leveladministrator,Lowmadesuretherewasconsensuswithinthe
organization,andit wasaunitedgroup,notonemangoingto topmanagementwithanaudacious
proposal.
Anotherfactorwastheinterimdecisionof Webb.Theprocessof decisionwasmarkedbytwo
milestonedecisionsalongtheway.Thefirst,thatof Webb,wasthedecisionto proceedwith
preparations.Thedecisionputthepresumptioni favorof Apollo8,butdidnotcloseoptions.Webb's
strategywasto keepoptionsopen,allowingtechnicalassessmenttotakeplacegivinghistroopsachance
to provethattheycouldaccomplishtheirplan.Also,hewantedtimeforhimselfto buildpolitical
understandingandsupportfor thedecision,recognizingthepoliticalrisktoNASAanditssupporters.
Suchastrategymeantavoidanceof aprematureannouncementof theApollo8decision.
Additionally,therewasthefinaldecisionof Paine.Aswiththeinterimdecision,thischoicewas
importantasmuchfor processassubstance.Beforeit wasmade,therewasampletimefor further
assessmentof risks. Muellerplayedanimportantrolein theperiodbetweenthetwodecisions.Hewas
thedevil'sadvocate,thecountertoLowandotherproponents.Hisroleasskeptichelpedclarifyissues,
andprobablymadefor anevenstrongerconsensusin favorof Apollo8whenthedecisionfinallycame.
Also,if somethinghadgonewrongduringtheflight,Painecouldshowtheprocessof decisionhadbeen
thorough.Theassessmentwasbasedoncollectiveengineeringjudgementratherthanacalculationof
probabilitynumbers.
A sixthfactorwasthepromptimplementation.Thosechargedwith implementationwerepartof
thedecision-makingprocess.Full preparationbeganimmediatelyaftertheinterimdecision.Everyone
understoodtherisks,includingtheastronauts.Bormanevenhadtheopportunityto designtheflightplan,
andseeto it thattheSPSsystem,regardedastheriskiestcomponentof thespacecrafttakingthecrewto
themoonandback,wastechnicallyimproved.
Theseventhfactorwastheclarityof responsibility.NASAtooktheriskandwouldhavetaken
theblame.WhenApollo8succeededbrilliantly,NASAreceivedtherewardit mostwanted--namely,the
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chancetomoverapidlyforwardtocompletetheApollomissionandaccomplishtheKennedygoalon
time. Apollo8thusprovedapivotalpointinAmerica'sracetothemoon.
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The Hubble Telescope repair is widely regarded as one of the most significant missions in
NASA's history, probably the most dramatic since Apollo. The risks were stark and clear. The Hubble
Telescope had been hailed as marking a revolution in astronomy. A telescope in space would not have to
view distant objects through the obscuring effects of Earth's atmosphere. It would therefore be able to
see virtually the end of the known universe, and hence back to the near-beginning of time as we
understand it. Poised for a great leap forward, astronomers had worked for years with NASA engineers
and contractors to bring Hubble to the point of reality. In 1990, the $1.6 billion machine, four stories
high, was launched by the Space Shuttle.l
It was only a short time later, when the first photographs came down, that scientists and NASA
were devastated to discover the primary mirror of the telescope had a flaw due to a manufacturing error
made ten years earlier. The vision was impaired. While the pictures were still in advance of what could
be achieved on the ground, they were still blurred and far from what had been expected. There was
gloom everywhere among the thousands associated with the development and use of the new technology.
News of the Hubble fiasco could not have come at a much worse time for NASA. It had been
only four years previously, in 1986, that Challenger had blown up, killing all astronauts aboard.
Recovery had been slow and painful for the space agency. Just when NASA thought its credibility was
abouto beredeemed,Hubblewasshownto havemajorproblems.Moreover,NASAwasat this time
engaged in a very contentious campaign to sell the program that would be its next major venture, the
space station. Critics of the space station seized on the Hubble debacle to ask: how could NASA be
trusted to construct a space station when it could not build a telescope?
Could Hubble be repaired? If Hubble could be fixed, especially in space, NASA could show its
critics it still had "the right stuff' to follow through on grand designs. If it could repair Hubble in orbit,
NASA could show detractors that it could conduct serious operations in space, including the building of a
space station. A problem -- Hubble repair -- could be turned to opportunity. The risks, however, were
immense, for repairing Hubble would entail potentially longer and more complex spacewalks and
manipulation of tools by astronauts than ever before attempted. One mistake could make Hubble even
less useful, or take the life of an astronaut in the vacuum of space. Unless NASA succeeded, its
reputation would be scarred and space station jeopardized. The risks of action were offset by the political
risks of inaction.
ANTICIPATING RISK
NASA designed Hubble to last 15 years in space. Wear and tear -- maintenance -- was expected
and included in planning that went on for years prior to the actual launch.
The concept of a telescope in space went back to the 1960s, and began moving toward fruition in
the 1970s. Initially, it was felt that the telescope would be retrieved from orbit by the Space Shuttle in
five-year intervals. On Earth, the telescope would be refurbished and sent back via Shuttle. The on
ground servicing would be supplemented by in-orbit work every two and a half years. Indeed, with a
Shuttle that was seen as making virtually as many launches as necessary, routinely and cheaply,
maintenance was not viewed as a major problem.
ButShuttleturnedoutto be far more costly, its launches less routine than originally believed.
The notion that Hubble would have to be serviced in space took hold in the 1980s, and as it did, the
design of Hubble began to increasingly incorporate an array of devices that would ease the repair task for
astronauts. Fasteners, larger handles, foot restraints, receptacles, and other means were part of the
Hubble framework -- all with the aim of facilitating repair in space.
When Hubble was launched in April 1990, NASA and its astronomer-users were already thinking
ahead to what might be needed on the first maintenance mission, deemed routine, in 1993. Perhaps some
"fine-tuning" of the apparatus might be necessary, but nothing special was anticipated given the time,
energy, money, and apparent care that had gone into the making of the Hubble Telescope.
THE "SPHERICAL ABERRATION"
The joy and optimism that accompanied Hubble's launch soon gave way to chagrin and dismay
when the blurred pictures came back to Earth. Senator Barbara Mikulski, chair of the subcommittee in
charge of NASA's budget, called Hubble a "technoturkey." TV comedians joked about Hubble's need
for glasses. 2 NASA could not understand what had gone wrong and appointed an investigating panel
under Lew Allen, Director of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). In June, the results of the Allen
panel's work were in, and NASA announced sadly that the blurred vision was due to a "spherical
aberration" in the primary 94.5" wide mirror. The manufacturer, Perkins-Elmer, had ground the mirror
perfectly -- to the wrong specification. As a result, the Hubble Space Telescope's primary mirror -- the
largest ever launched in space -- was too flat at the edge by an amount equal to 1/50 the width of a human
hair -- just enough to make a big difference in quality of image. Incredibly, the error had gone undetected
over 10 years between the time it occurred and launch. The manufacturer was at fault and so was NASA,
for poor supervision. 3
DESIGNINGA TECHNOLOGICAL FIX
NASA appointed another committee, called the Hubble Space Telescope Strategy Panel, under
astronomers Holland Ford and Robert Brown, to determine what, if anything, could be done to repair the
flaw. Meanwhile, NASA and the astronomers labored to make the best of a bad situation -- the pictures
Hubble was returning were still worthwhile.
In the fall and winter of 1990, the repair panel weighed various options. Bringing the telescope
home for repairs was a possibility, but that carried risks of damage from landing and re-launch, along
with costs of an additional Shuttle flight. Repair-in-space was far better if it could be done. As noted, a
routine maintenance flight was already scheduled for 1993. This flight could now be used for what
amounted to an emergency repair.
It was determined that the mis-shaped primary mirror, located inside Hubble, could not be
replaced or repaired in space. In effect, Hubble would require "contact lenses." These lenses would need
to be placed within Hubble so as to intercept the light going to the primary mirror and coming from it, so
as to focus it correctly for various optical instruments inside.
Correcting the line of light through one contact lens, the Wide Field and Planetary Camera
(WF/PC), was relatively doable. It had been intended prior to launch that this instrument, already in
Hubble, be replaced with a more advanced device in the first servicing mission. Work on the
replacement had been underway prior to the discovery of the vision problem. Experts could modify the
optical surfaces of a set of coin-sized mirrors already in the substitute's optical design, thus re-routing the
light. This new lens would help, but was insufficient for changing the direction of light to certain critical
instruments. All around the world, specialists pondered what to do. One day, while in the shower, Jim
Crocker, an engineer at the Johns Hopkins Space Telescope Science Institute, looked up at the shower
head sending water in segmented streams. It dawned on him how to solve the problem. It would be
possible to remove from Hubble a particular device and install in its place a box containing a mechanical
armholdingcoin-sizedcorrectivemirrors.These mirrors would go between the primary mirror and the
instruments in question. The light would be refocused as necessary to these instruments. The repair
panel called this second contact lens COSTAR, for Corrective Optics Space Telescope Axial
Replacement. 4
By January 1991, NASA knew from its repair panel that the combination of a replacement for the
WF/PC and the COSTAR invention could restore most of the capability that had been lost. To make
room for COSTAR, a telephone booth sized apparatus, the least used of the group of optical devices
Hubble contained would be sacrificed. The cost of these repairs would run approximately $14 million for
WF/PC, and $30 to $40 million for COSTAR. NASA now had a strategy for repair. It had already
decided to replace WF/PC. It had to make a decision about COSTAR. However, the course of action was
complicated by other problems appearing with Hubble.
There were at least two other major malfunctions being detected. First, the wing-like solar panels
that helped power the telescope were not performing as they should. At least one of them was vibrating
sufficiently to upset the precision the telescope needed to aim accurately. Second, some of the
gyroscopes required to maintain Hubbell's position in space and capacity to correctly point in the
direction of distant objects were failing. Hubble had redundancy in gyros -- it could survive with three of
six working. Right now, there were four that were functioning well, not much margin for error.
The more repairs that had to be made, the more extra-vehicular activities (EVAs) or spacewalks
would be required by astronauts. The more fixes astronauts attempted, the greater the chance they could
make the problems of Hubble worse by contaminating the instruments. The more spacewalks attempted,
the more likely astronauts could be in danger. The risks of decision were adding up, as were those of
delaying the decision too long.5
During 1991, NASA mulled over various issues involved. The immediate shock of Hubble's
flawed vision had worn off, and NASA and the astronomical community were finding ingenious ways to
maximizethescience-valueof the images Hubble was providing. It is noteworthy that NASA and its
scientific constituency were working together to solve the problems they saw as best they could, rather
than pointing the finger of blame at one another.
NASA had yet to make a final decision about Hubble repair, but it made an essential interim
decision in October 1991, giving Ball Aerospace Corporation a contract of over $30 million to develop,
in association with others, COSTAR.6 The European Space Agency (ESA) was responsible for the solar
arrays, and would have to make the necessary investment to replace these should the final decision be
made to include them in an overall mission.
THE GOLDIN TRANSITION
In early 1992, Richard Truly was fired by President George Bush as NASA Administrator. The
reason was a well-publicized feud between Truly and Vice President Dan Quayle, head of the National
Aeronautics and Space Council. Truly was replaced by Dan Goldin, an executive with TRW, who had
spent most of his career in classified technology programs. Goldin had worked for NASA early in his
career and obviously was a space enthusiast. He appeared on the scene in March and was confirmed
April 1. Immediately, he made it known that he believed NASA was out of step with fiscal reality and
too conservative technically. He made "better, faster, cheaper" his mantra, and started shaking up the
agency. While Goldin's primary orientation was to bring down costs of space programs generally, while
making the Space Station more politically acceptable, he inherited the Hubble Problem, and understood
this program as symbolizing NASA's capability.
One of Goldin's first moves was to select Major General W. "Jeb" Pearson III to replace
astronaut William Lenoir as Associate Administrator for the Office of Space Flight. A proven manager,
Pearson had been Deputy Commander of marine forces in Operation Desert Storm. Hubble was a
program nominally under the Office of Space Science and Application (OSSA), but its connection with
mannedflightwasclosedueto itsmeansof launchandin-spacerepair,theShuttle.Giventheextentand
complexityof therepairthatwasshapingup,theroleof PearsonandhisOfficeof SpaceFlightinevitably
grewasHubblerepairplanningevolved.7
The momentum behind Hubble repair increased in April when Story Musgrave was chosen to
lead the team of astronauts who would perform the EVAs and do the work of repair. At 56, Musgrave
was senior among astronauts not only in age, but also in experience. He had joined the astronaut corps in
1976 and gained considerable knowledge with the Space Shuttle and EVA. A man of much learning and
many skills (he was a medical doctor as well as a student of mathematics and literature), Musgrave was
the kind of man believed up to the demanding task ahead.
Similarly, another NASA veteran, J. Milton Heflin, was chosen to be flight director and help
manage the mission from his post in Houston. With ten years at Mission Control and twenty Shuttle
flights in his background, he had, in his role, the kind of testing Musgrave had as an astronaut. They
began to prepare for the mission, even though it was still not a 100 percent certainty it would take place. 8
In mid-May, Goldin went to Houston to observe a repair mission first-hand. The Space Shuttle
Endeavor was launched, its objective to capture and fix an Intelsat I communications satellite which had
experienced a malfunction. The plan was for two members of the crew to approach the spinning satellite,
insert a specially-made tool in the central motor chamber about which it turned, and fire a grappling
device that would seize the chamber and gradually halt the satellite spin. They would then make the
needed repairs and put the satellite back into service
Unfortunately, the $7 million tool, which worked on ground, failed to connect in space, and
efforts to insert it merely pushed the satellite away from the astronauts. Mission Control in Houston and
the crew improvised. A third astronaut went outside the crew compartment of the Shuttle. The three
astronauts stationed themselves in the payload bay of the Shuttle, while a fourth astronaut eased the
Shuttletowardthespinningsatellite.They grabbed the satellite, slowed its rotation, and pulled it into tile
cargo bay, where they made the repair.
Publicly, Goldin praised the astronauts and Houston for their courage and creativity. Privately,
he and others in NASA were critical. They had taken serious risks, risks that were possibly unwarranted
in the case. Moreover, the fact that their training on Earth proved a poor match with what the astronauts
encountered in space implied that the far more demanding Hubble Repair mission needed more thought.
Goldin appointed a special NASA task force to study the overall question of repair work in space. 9
The Intelsat experience made NASA more circumspect about Hubble Repair, but did not delay
the preparations. In August, three more astronauts joined the Hubble crew: Tom Akers, Kathy Thornton,
and Jeff Hoffman. As with Musgrave, adjectives like "experienced" and "seasoned" applied. It was also
decided that training on the ground and in the water-tank at Marshal Space Flight Center in Huntsville,
Alabama would be complemented by greater learning from practice in space. In the next series of Space
Shuttle flights, already scheduled, "EVAs of Opportunity" were planned.
NASA officials wanted the Hubble crew to perform the minimum number of spacewalks
necessary to complete the job -- but the list of needed repairs was growing lengthier as more went wrong
with Hubble. In September, a power supply problem eliminated half the capabilities of an instrument
called the Hubble Faint Object Camera, and a third gyro failed, meaning Hubble was down to the
minimum three needed for it to perform even its limited function. Pearson appointed a review team under
former Apollo astronaut Tom Stafford to give him advice on repair issues.
In December, the remaining members of the crew were chosen. Richard Covey would serve as
Commander of the Shuttle; Ken Bowersox would work with Covey as pilot. Claude Nicollier of the
European Space Agency would man the Shuttle's 50-foot robot arm. Added to the earlier selections, the
Hubble repair team had 16 Shuttle flights among them. 10
Theimportanceof theflight causedPearson,atthesuggestionof Stafford,tocentralize
managementforthisparticularmission.Formost"routine"Shuttleflights,thelocusof controlfor
preparation,training,andplanningwasatJohnsonSpaceCenterinHouston.Headquarterssupervised,to
besure,butdidnotmanageinaday-to-daysense.NotwithHubbleRepair.PearsonappointedRandy
Brinkley,amarineaviatorwhohadservedwithPearsonduringDesertStorm,andwhonowwashis
assistantinWashington,toanewposition:MissionDirector.HewassenttoHoustonto manageHubble
Repair.The Brinkley role -- representing Headquarters at Houston -- harkened back to a similar model
used in the Apollo era, when JSC had far less autonomy than it did now. But Hubble Repair was high
profile and this mission could not be handled in a routine or decentralized way. It had to get special
priority throughout the NASA organization. Brinkley could get to Pearson without going through layers
of bureaucracy. And Pearson could get to Goldin. Close connections helped greatly in getting decisions
made and priority in resource allocations.
Goldin did not necessarily wait to be invited to participate in Hubble Repair decision-making.
There were existing NASA review committees, but Goldin was extremely anxious not to have his options
foreclosed by his own organization. In January 1993, he asked Joe Shea of MIT, head of the NASA
Advisory Committee and a NASA official during Apollo, to head yet another panel to determine the
feasibility of Hubble repair. He wanted a group of outside experts to take one last look before he gave
the final go-ahead for a space-based repair mission. 11
MOVING FORWARD
The Shea Committee read reports from other review groups and questioned NASA officials.
Meanwhile, under Brinkley, NASA tightened its management controls over contractors involved with
Hubble repair. Robert Lilly, a NASA engineer, told Science magazine in February that the agency had to
make organizational fixes if it were to accomplish technical fixes on Hubble. He said we have to
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overcome "the kind of incestuous cycle that got us in trouble before with contractors." NASA had given
contractors like Perkins-Elmer too much leeway. Now, there would be 11o lack of oversight. NASA also
would do its own testing to double-check the contractors' testing.12
NASA engineers checked equipment while astronauts trained. At the same time, the EVAs of
Opportunity commenced. A Shuttle went up in January. During the flight, astronauts went to the cargo
bay. They carried one another around to determine problems of lifting and moving large masses in the
absence of gravity, as would be required in Hubble repair. A second EVA of Opportunity occurred in an
April Shuttle mission. An astronaut anchored to the end of the Shuttle robot arm grasped and moved a
second astronaut about in the cargo bay to simulate moving the WF/PC into position for installation. He
practiced guiding his crewmate onto a work platform to simulate guiding the camera into the telescope.
In May, the Shea panel reported. The bottom line was that servicing Hubble in space was
"feasible." The risks and costs of bringing Hubble back to Earth, repairing it, then launching again were
prohibitive. Moreover, Hubble was designed to be repaired in orbit. However, the repair mission was
unprecedented in its duration, complexity, and difficulty. Hubble repair required focused management
attention, and the Brinkley appointment was "encouraging," but "further senior management attention"
was required. While feasible, the repair mission had expanded to include many more repairs than the
initial viewing problem. Priorities had to be clarified, and the Shea panel suggested it would be prudent
for NASA to plan for a second service mission. 13
The Shea report all but clinched the basic decision to repair Hubble, if not all the particulars.
Had the panel said the mission was not feasible, Goldin might well have acted to halt preparations. Since
the Shea report had given approval, it reinforced existing momentum, and a launch target in December
became more solidified. Goldin did not make a grand announcement. He simply let the preparations
underway continue. The intensity of training increased.
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For Musgrave, greater intensity meant actual physical pain. In June, Musgrave's fingers became
frost-bitten during a particularly long simulation in a chamber whose temperature was brought down to
the extremes of space. Astronauts had worked in space before, but not as long as they would in Hubble
repair. Not only was space cold -- up to minus 300 degrees F. -- but so were the tools Musgrave used.
The reason for long practices in extreme cold was that work on Hubble could not expose the delicate
equipment to the light of the Sun. In an effort to protect Hubble equipment, NASA had designed a
trajectory to minimize sunlight. NASA might have forgotten the increased risks to astronauts. A
compromise had to be found. Mission designers went to work and found an attitude for the Shuttle that
would minimize sunlight while maximizing the retention of solar heat. Gloves were redesigned so they
would be even wanner while still flexible. Tools would be stored in the orbiter cabin, rather than cargo
bay, to keep them warm as long as possible. 14
Practice continued on the ground, in water tanks, and in space. During a June Shuttle flight, one
astronaut moved a companion around the cargo bay, again to test various ways to manipulate large
masses in weightless conditions. In September, two astronauts twisted bolts and utilized a swivel work
platform during a Shuttle flight. 15
POLITICAL STAKES RISE
NASA was doing everything it could to make the mission succeed, including spending extra
money. The replacement cameras -- WF/PC and COSTAR -- would together cost $64 million, more than
expected. Another $2 million was spent to make the astronaut training more realistic, augmenting the
water tank at Marshall with a better mock-up of the robot arm. ESA spent funds for replacement solar
arrays. The flight of the Shuttle would cost one-half billion. The total was estimated as approximately
$630 million, but a lot depended on how the calculation was done. In view of NASA's political stakes,
the technical costs were not the major issue.
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In August,NASAhadsufferedanotherblow. The Mars Observer Space Probe, costing $1
billion, went dead just as it neared the red planet. No one could understand or explain what went wrong.
NASA again was besieged with criticism from Congress and ridicule from TV jokesters. The Mars
Observer disaster came as NASA's Space Station was under critical scrutiny from the White House and
sharp attack in Congress.
The new President, Bill Clinton, had priorities other than space, even though his Vice President,
AI Gore, was known as a space buff. Under pressure to find budget savings, Clinton looked at NASA as
a politically safe place to cut. He eventually backed the Space Station, but required it be scaled back and
that Russia be enlisted as a partner. In Congress, the Station survived an arduous debate, but NASA's
legislative friends told the agency the future was extremely grim ifHubble repair failed. 16
NASA understood the political realities of 1993. It was desperate that Hubble succeed. What
was success? In September, Aviation Week and Space Technology echoed the Shea panel advice
admonishing NASA not to try to do too much on one mission. It noted that over time the repair list had
grown substantially, and some repairs had lower priority than others. So much of what was judged
success in space depended on perception, the trade journal said. If NASA corrected the problems over
two missions, it would lower the threshold of success. Right now, the magazine wrote, it would take five
days of EVAs to get all NASA wanted done in one flight. 17
NASA felt that if it could accomplish all its goals in one flight, it should do so. Edward Weiler,
Hubble chief scientist at NASA, said, "We've got to get it right this time. We're not going to launch until
all the t's are crossed and the i's dotted. ''18
NASA worried about having to postpone the flight (or flights) when tests showed one of the
replacement cameras -- the all-important WF/PC -- was not performing as it should. Scientists,
engineers, and optical experts from all over the country were mobilized to diagnose the problem. By the
end of October, it was concluded that the camera was fine, the tests were wrong. 19
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Reviewscontinuedand all favored a "go" decision. In November, it was calculated that there
had been 195 formal recommendations by 12 different review teams. Also, it was determined that by
December the crew would have spent 700 hours in EVA training, 400 of them under water. These
numbers were twice those of any other crew in history. Brinkley was preparing for worst case situations,
and he had upper management practice coping with various high risk scenarios, including "situations that
pitted the safety of the orbiter versus the survival of the Hubble." Priorities were clarified, the order of
work to be done, and ways to deal with various emergencies, including the need to abandon work and
head for home.
You have to rehearse and rehearse again, said Musgrave. As the flight date approached, he could
envision every detail of the mission and his role in it, every foot position, every hand hold, how far
forward to lean, how far backward, how much pressure to exert on an object, how little, every twist and
turn of every tool. And he expected surprises and prepared himself mentally for these. All aspects had to
be in his mind, he recalled. He said he felt the way a ballet dancer must feel before a critical
performance, except that his dance was in space, and NASA's whole future seemed to be riding on how
he and the other astronauts did. The most experienced astronaut, Musgrave had a routine for getting
ready for a flight, one that ended in an unusual way. "The night before a launch," he said, "I go and lie in
the ocean and let the waves roll over me. I look up and watch the satellites go by and I know that
tomorrow I'm going to be one of these. ''20
IfMusgrave sensed the sublime, others in the crew saw danger. Covey, the Commander, had
been in Mission Control the day Challenger had gone up, and was the last man to communicate with the
Shuttle. "Challenger, go at throttle up!" he told the doomed spaceship. The violent explosion that
followed was etched in his memory forever. "Getting to orbit," not the spacewalks, worried him most. 2 l
The mission was ready. NASA was going for broke, scheduling five spacewalks in an 1l-day
total mission. "We're perhaps taking on more than we can accomplish," worried Kyle Herring of the
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JohnsonSpaceCenter.Weilerdeclared:"Thisprojectisgoingto beinthehisto_,books,whetherasa
nationaldisgraceorasatriumph."22
THEREPAIRFLIGHT
OnThursday,December2, SpaceShuttleEndeavorrocketedupward.Oncesafelyin orbit,
Covey and Bowersox maneuvered Endeavor into a path to rendezvous with Hubble. On December 4,
rendezvous was accomplished, and Nicollier used the Shuttle's robot arm to grasp the telescope and pull
it to a service platform in the cargo bay. "Houston, its really big!" exclaimed Bowersox when he first
saw the 43-foot long, 12-ton machine. 23
All repair missions were scheduled at night, a decision based on various technical factors,
including the path Endeavor had to take to intercept the telescope. There would be five spacewaiks on
successive nights. Musgrave and Hoffman, known as "the odd couple," had the odd-numbered
spacewalks (1, 3, and 5). Kathy Thornton and Tom Akers had 2 and 4. 24
On the fourth day of flight, Musgrave and Hoffman stepped out of the protection of their cabin
and into the Shuttle's cargo bay and began working. Hour after hour, they manipulated equipment while
in bulky spacesuits. They had honed their bodies through exercise to reach an athlete's edge of
endurance, and they needed all the energy they could muster. The primary task of the pair was to replace
non-functioning gyroscopes with ones that worked.
They also had to replace certain electronic control units and fuse plugs. It took a near-record
seven hours and fifty-four minutes of non-stop work, during which problems developed and Musgrave
successfully improvised a solution. Exhausted, Musgrave was also exultant. "I love it, I just love it," he
exclaimed. 25
On day five of the flight, while Musgrave and Hoffman rested, Thornton and Akers took their
turn. Their task was to remove shaky solar panels and replace them with new ones. These were 40 foot,
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400poundobjects. One of the arrays, still functional, would be stored in the Shuttle's cargo bay. The
other would be jettisoned as space debris. Thornton, anchored to the Shuttle robot arm, held the damaged
array while Akers, attached to the ship by a tether, moved freely to disconnect the electrical fasteners to
Hubble. Nicollier then moved Thornton high above Endeavor where she released the gleaming, golden
array. "Holey moley, piece ofcake...it looks like a bird," she yelled as the array moved away. After
Thornton and Akers were finished, Joe Rothenberg, a principal Hubble scientist-manager, remarked: "Its
a great morning. We've been up to bat twice and our crew has hit two home runs. ''26
On day six, Musgrave and Hoffman donned their spacesuits for an all-important assignment:
replacing the WF/PC with a new camera that would correct some of the optical problems caused by the
spherical aberration on the primary mirror. Hoffman attached himself to the robot arm while Musgrave
floated freely. They loosened the bolts that latched the existing WF/PC to the telescope, then slid the
piano-sized apparatus out. After moving it out of the way and securing it, they slid the new camera into
exact position on guide-rails and slid it into its cavity within the telescope. It was "not difficult," said
Hoffman, but it was "very, very critical" not to make any mistake. He compared the work to walking on
a narrow mountain ledge with a 2000 foot drop on either side. 27
The next day, number seven in the mission, Thornton and Akers performed the other optical
operation Hubble required. They removed the device that had been chosen for sacrifice, the High Speed
Photometer, to make room for COSTAR. Clamped to the robot arm, which Nicollier manipulated,
Thornton carefully pulled out the photometer and moved it out of the way so that it would not interfere
with further work. Then, together, she and Akers gently slid the 700-pound, phonebooth-sized COSTAR
onto guide-rails. Then, they pushed it into the Hubble cavity, like a dresser drawer. Finally, they made
the necessary electrical connections. Not only did they perform this utterly essential task perfectly, they
did so in far less time than expected. 28
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Ontheeighthmissionday,andfifth spacewalk,it wasagaintimefor "theoddcouple."Themost
criticalprioritiesbehind,MusgraveandHoffmanattendedto a number of miscellaneous tasks. These
included installing a solar array electronics unit, a high resolution spectrograph, and contamination
control covers on magnetometers. When they finished, they had done everything expected, and "some
things extra." NASA officials were utterly exultant. 29
Over the remaining days of the mission, nine through eleven, the astronauts redeployed Hubble to
a proper orbit, and then came home, their journey having encompassed 4.4 million miles. They landed
safely just after midnight, at 12:25 a.m., December 13.
REACTION
After the crew redeployed Hubble, President Clinton and Vice President Gore telephoned the
astronauts from the White House. Clinton told them the flight was "one of the most spectacular space
missions in our history. You made it look easy." Both the President and Vice President promised to
support a more vigorous space program and said they hoped the success would restore congressional and
public backing. 30
Back on Earth, NASA savored the plaudits. "Virtuosos in Space" -- that was how the New York
Times characterized the mission. It was a "near-flawless performance," the Times, usually critical of
NASA, declared. "This was billed as a do-or-die mission, and in one sense it was. The manned space
program would almost certainly been put on hold had an accident disabled the Shuttle, the Space
Telescope, or both. Instead, the clear demonstration that the astronauts can perform work in orbit (five
demanding space walks in five days) increases hope that they will be able to carry out the far more
complex and arduous job of assembling a Space Station." The Washington Post called the mission
"mesmerizing. Even some of NASA's land-bound critics are applauding the success of the agency's
riskiest and most complex mission. ''31
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SenatorMikulski,whohadatthetimetheflawedmirrorwasdiscoveredcalledHubblea
"technoturkey,"nowsangadifferentune.This will "go a long way to restoring congressional
confidence in NASA's ability to carry out its complex duties." Congressman George Brown (D., Calif.).
Chair of the House Committee on Science, Space, and Technology, declared: "The restoration of
confidence in NASA's ability to plan and manage such tasks will make my job of lobbying for a stable
space budget much easier. ''32
The New York Times and others qualified their cheers somewhat by pointing out that it would
still take a while to determine just how successful the repair mission was. In astronomical terms, the
answer came in January 1994. At a press conference attended by NASA officials, Senator Mikulski, the
Vice-President, Science Advisor Jack Gibbons, and other scientific and political notables, photographs
were held up that presented views from Hubble taken before and after the repair mission. The contrast in
visual acuity was dramatic. "It's fixed beyond our wildest expectation," Weiler exclaimed. Hubble
would detect objects as far as 10 to 12 billion light years away. Jim Crocker, the man who had devised
COSTAR, said, "it could detect fireflies in Tokyo." Everyone spoke in superlatives. The results
exceeded NASA's "wildest dreams," said Goldin. The success "signals an immediate improvement in
the space agency's prospects," announced a beaming Mikulski, who continued: "The trouble with Hubble
is over. We now know that NASA has the right stuff."33
CONCLUSION
Hubble was a great success in technical and political terms. Aviation Week and Space
Technology, which had recommended that NASA accomplish the feat in two missions rather than one
mission was congratulatory, but it warned NASA that the euphoria would not last. In the short-run, there
might be a positive "bounce" that would help the space budget. In the current budget climate, how
lasting would be this bounce? In view of the politics as the magazine saw them, the risks of failure were
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greaterthanthelong-termgainsof thisadmittedlygrandsuccess."Failurewouldhavebeen
disastrous."34
ThemagazinewascorrectaboutNASA'stakingahugerisk,butit waswrongin minimizingthe
importanceof the"bounce."Theshort-terminpoliticsoftendeterminesthelong-term.NASAhadtodo
morein thedifficult budgetclimateof thisperiod,whenBigScienceprojectslikethesuperconducting
supercoiliderwerebeingkilled,andtheSpaceStationwasthenextprimetargetfor budget-cutters.
NASAhadtosucceedimpressively,andbytakingtheextrariskof packingall therepair-workintoa
singlemission,it succeededspectacularlyandgota"bounce"thatmaywellhavesavedSpaceStationat
apivotalmomento faceanotherday. Ironically,asHubbleenthusiastslaternoted,Hubblerepairmax,
havesavedSpaceStation,butthevictoryit portendedfor mannedspacemightmeanlessdollarsfor
Hubblesciencedowntheline,astheoverallspacebudgetwassqueezed.
WhatwerethefactorscriticaltosuccessinNASA'sriskmanagementdecisions?Someof the
leadingparticipantshadtheirownanswers.
Musgravesaid"thereasonHubble[repair]workedwas,numberone,Hubblewasincredibly
friendlyto beingservicedbyanEVAcrewperson,andwewereabletoattackallthedetailsinall the
environmentsandbuildamission."Also,hedeclared,"NASAhadthecourageto gofor it all." Finally,
"Wewentintothisscared.It meantanincredibleamounto usandto otherstogetthisjob done."
Hoffman'sviewwasthatthe"reasonforthesuccessof themission...isNASAwentfor it 100
percent.Everybodywasbehindthismission."
"It showsthatwecandowhatwesaywecando,"saidJeremiahPearson."We'velearnedthatif
youplan,train,replan,retrain,youcomeoutwithsuccess.''35
In summary,thestakeswereashighastheycouldbe;everyoneinNASAunderstoodthatfact.
Sufficientresourcesweremadeavailabletoaccomplishthismission;aspecialmanagementsystemwas
created,oneoverseenbyseniormanagement;andscientists,engineers,administrators,andastronautsall
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pulled in the same direction over a span of three years. By preparing for the risks so completely, they
mitigated these risks. Politicians contributed also, by putting heat on the agency to succeed, while not
micro-managing the actual decision-making process. NASA was able to focus on a single goal: Hubble
repair. In this instance, individuals, organizations, and technology coalesced.
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PRIVATIZINGTHESPACESHUTTLE: RISKMANAGEMENTAT NASA
by W. Henry Lambright
Privatizing the space shuttle has been a decision-in-the making since at least 1975--seven years before
the formal test-flight program formally ended. It has continued to be a decision-in-the-making throughout the
1980's and 990 s, albeit considerably slowed by the Challenger disaster of 1986. There has never been a
I '
"big" single decision, in the manner of President John Kennedy's decision to go to the moon. Instead there
have been a myriad of small decisions, punctuated by two truly significant choices: one in 1983 to delegate
shuttle processing between flights to industry; another in 1996 to add certain launch operations, astronaut
training, and mission control activities to work turned over to industry. These decisions are leading inexorably
toward moving "the world's most sophisticated flying machine" from control by government to control by
private contractors.
To be sure, the development and application of this unique spaceplane has always involved
contractors. A legion of NASA civil servants has managed the contractors closely and maintained close
oversight of the contractors' technical work. In a privatization model, "oversight" would be replaced with
"insight," as government moved back from day-to-day decisions to let industry "run" the shuttle program,
rather than helping government do so. NASA would be to industry as FAA is to the airline companies.
As Challenger revealed all too sadly, however, the sheer complexity of the shuttle, and danger of
space, makes this technology different from an aircraft. Many critics of privatization scoff at the aircraft analogy
and warn that a profit-making mentality would raise risks as industry cut comers to make money. A major
report to NASA in 1990 by a blue-ribbon group of space experts said the shuttle would always be
"experimental." i
Intheory,atechnologymovesalongacontinuumfromR&Dto operations,fromthenewanduntried
tothematureandroutine.Asitdoes,managementsystemssurroundingthetechnologychange,and
governmentpresumablycangivewayto privatesectormanagement.Buttheshuttleseemsinterminablyinan
in-betweenstate,nolongerR&D,butnotroutineeither.EveryonedreadsanotherChallenger,eventhough
statisticaloddssayoneisinevitable.A nationalsymbol,thespaceshuttlehasbeenthesinglemostimportant
technologydefiningthespaceprogramsincetheApolloera.Evenasthenationandworldlookaheadtowhat
hasbeencalledthe"SpaceStationEra"oftheearly21stcentury,andNASAbeginstodevelopanewversatile
rocket-planeto replacetheshuttle,thespaceshuttlewillremaintheworkhorseofthespaceprogram,without
whichaspacestationcannotbebuilt.It isverylikelytheshuttlewillflyatleastuntil2010.
Fromtheprogram'sinceptionin 1972through1996,NASAhasspent$64.7billion--thequivalentof
$94.4billionintoday'sdollars--onthespaceshuttle.Andthatdoesnotincludetheagency'sworkonshuttle
payloads.Includingallshuttledevelopmentcostsandadjustingfor inflation,thecostofasingleshuttleflight
costs$1billion.2
Thespaceshuttlehasnevermetitsearlygoalsto be"cost-effective"andserveastheonefederally
operatedspacetransportationsystemthatcouldmeetallneeds.However,ithasbeenanexceptionalspace
systemthathasmadepossiblea longlistofaccomplishmentsi mannedspace,spacescience,andearth
observation.Mostimportantly,ithashelpedmaintaintheUnitedStatescapabilityo puthumanbeingsinto
space.Withoutheshuttle,thegloryofApollomightwellhavebeenfollowedbytheendofmanned
spaceflightinAmerica.
It isnotthepurposeofthispapertodebatethemeritsandlimitsofthespaceshuttle.Nor isittheaim
to reconstructthetumultuoushistoryofthiscriticaland,atthesametime,ill-starredprogram.Rather,the
purposeistotracethedecision-makingprocesswithrespectto theprivatizationissue.Evenmorefocused,the
paperhighlightsthequestionofriskmanagementi privatization.Whateverelseit is,thespaceshuttlehas
alwaysbeenahigh-risktechnology.Themanagementofrisk--whomanages?how?-- hasalwaysbeenpart
oftheprivatizationdebate-- nevermoresothantoday.Inthemidstofadriveto cuttheNASAbudget,
downsizebiggovernment,andadvanceto thenewfrontierinspaceR&D,privatizingtheshuttleistemptingto
decisionmakers.
In 1996,witharecordofflightsoveradecadeandahalfthatshowedalaunchsuccessrateof99%,
theshuttlewascalledbymanyprominentobserversatlastreadyfortransfertotheprivatesector.Thetwo
largestNASAshuttlecontractors-- LockheedMartinandRockwell-- formedanewjointventure,called
UnitedStatesAlliance(USA).OnOctoberI, NASAsigneda$7billioncontractwithUSAthatthetrade
magazineAviationWeek & Space Technology called %hefirst step in the agency's plan to partially privatize its
fleet of orbiters." 3 Under what was called the Space Flight Operating Contract, NASA placed 85% of shuttle
operations work and responsibility in USA. While critics as important as NASA's Aerospace Safety Advisory
Panel urged caution, NASA has also reorganized its shuttle management, decentralizing power from
headquarters to centers. Those NASA officialswho have disagreed with the trends have resigned in protest.
Defenders of the policy say the moves will not compromise safety and will save money at a time when NASA
has no option except to cut back. Indeed, they say, the shuttle will be more secure because responsibility will
be more clear-cut.
Prominent supporters of the privatization strategy saythat NASA and the United States have reached a
milestone in the history of the space shuttle. A review of decisions that led to this most recent step toward
privatization will reveal many a twist and turn along the way, with risk a major factor in pace and direction. The
decision to privatize the shuttle has been, and continues to be, a complex process, involving many actors and
many choices. It can only best be understood by reflection on the history of the program.
LAUNCHING THESPACESHUTTLE
In 1969, after the successful completion of the Apollo moon-landing, the Administrator of NASA, Tom
Paine, lobbied President Richard Nixon and others in his administration, especially Vice-President Spiro Agnew,
foranotherdecisionontheorderofApollo.Atripto Mars,or agiantorbitingspacestation,werefavored.
Butinthepoliticalenvironmentofthetime,thePresidentsawnopublicsupportforsuchadecision.
PainereluctantlyfellbackfromMarsandaspacestationto aprogramthatwasvirtuallyanafterthought,
aprogramto buildaspaceshuttlethatwouldmovemenandmaterialsbackandforthfromearthto orbit.The
spaceshuttlewasessentialto buildaspacestationinanyevent.InJanuary1970,recognizingpoliticaland
budgetreality,GeorgeLow,NASA'sdeputyadministrator,said-- " I thinkthereisreallyoneobjectiveforthe
SpaceShuttleProgram,andthatisto providealow-cost,economicalspacetransportationsystem.To meet
thisobjective,onehasto concentratebothonlowdevelopmentcostsandonoperationalcosts."4
Togetaspaceshuttle,NASAhadneededpresidentialapproval,andthatrequiredeffort.Paine
realizedNASAneededothersto winNixon'sfavor,andcalledthespaceshuttlea"national"technologyto
emphasizeitwentbeyondNASAto thePentagonandindustry.TheAirForceagreedto supportNASAif
NASAwoulddesignthevehicleto accommodateAirForcerequirements.
Theshuttlewentthroughvariousdesignsin 1969and1970,withNASAfavoringatwo-stage,fully
reusablesystem,withbothstagesmannedandcapableoflandingonarunwaylikeaconventionalirplane.
Theestimatedcostwas$10-15billion,afigureNixon'sOfficeof ManagementandBudget(OMB)foundtoo
high.Toldto expectlevelbudgetsat$3.2billionannually,PainefoughtOMB,butLowfeltNASAhadlittle
choicebutto assumeconstraint.
PainelefttheagencyinSeptember1970,andLowservedasActingAdministratoruntilFebruary197I,
whenJamesFletchertookthehelm.FletchersawNASA'survivaltstake.Unlesstheagencygota
presidentialdecisionontheshuttle,itwouldwitheraway.TogetthePresidentto goalonginthebudget
climateof 197I, theshuttlewouldhavetobe"cost-effective."Fletcherdidnotliketheconditions,ashe
regardedtheshuttleagreatnationalresource.ButNixonwaslettingOMBtaketheleadonspace.NASA
contractedwithMathematica,Inc.,amongothers,tofindoutwhatitwouldtaketo maketheshuttle
economical.InMarch197I, Mathematicareportedpreliminaryesultsthatfoundthetwo-stagefullyreusable
designwasnoteconomicallyjustified,butthat a one-and-a-half stage partially reusable vehicle was "cost-
effective." Further reports, which assumed a large number of flights to lift payloads into space, reinforced the
cost-effective finding. In August 1971, Casper Weinberger, Deputy Director of OMB, cautioned his
colleagues, who were anxious to cut NASA still further, that enough was enough. He wrote Nixon that such
cuts "would be confirming in some respects the belief that our best years are behind us." He stressed the
symbolic nature of space as demonstrating US "super power status, and our desire to maintain world
supenority." President Nixon wrote on Weinberger's memo, "1agree with CAP." The decision process
shifted from whether there would be a shuttle to what kind of design it would have.
Nixon believed the space shuttle could have military value. He was also thinking, in late 1971 and
early 1972, of the "battleground states" for his reelection. He regarded California as especially critical. The
shuttle would mean more aerospace jobs in California, and they could make a difference. At the end of 1971,
Fletcher and Low were informed by the White House and OMB that Nixon would go ahead with the
program. In early January 1972, they flew to SanClemente, met with the President, and announced the
decision. The shuttle the President decided to build was the partially reusable machine, which would meet
DOD as well as NASA's specifications, and which was to cost $5.5 billion in development funds,s
NASA would thus survive, but NASA had gone along with the goal that the shuttle would provide
cost-effective access to space. What was cost-effective would have to be reliable and provide routine accessto
space. What was routine would also, presumably, be risk-free.
PRIVATIZATION IS RAISED
It was not long after the Nixon decision to develop a space shuttle was made that privatization was
raised as an objective. On December 30, 1975, in a memo to John Yardley, the Associate Administrator for
Space Flight and the director of the shuttle effort, George Low noted that "one of the agency's main goals in
development of the space shuttle has been to make accessto space routine." While "realization of this goal is
stillseveralyearsinthefuture,it isnottooearlyto considersomeofthelonger-termimplicationsofthis,"he
wrote. "Specifically,oncethetechniquesofoperatingtheshuttlehavebeendevelopedandvalidated,istherea
possibilitythatSTS[SpaceTransportationSystem]operationscouldbeturnedoverto amissioncontractor?"
AsLowsawit,privatizationhadadvantages:"First,earlyacknowledgmenta dpreparationfor
eventualcontractoroperationsoftheshuttlewillforceusto developshuttleoperationsto beasroutineas
possible.Secondly,itwouldeventuallyfreeourcivilservicemanpowerforwhatremainsourprimeagency
mission,namely,advancingthefrontiersoftechnology.Finally,havingtheshuttleoperatedundercontractisa
positivewayofimplementingoneofthemainthrustsofourinstitutionalssessment,amely,puttingmore
workinthehandsofindustry."
LowdirectedYardleyto undertake"anevaluationofthepossibilitiesforeventualcontractoroperation
oftheshuttle."HetoldYardleyto studytheprosandconsofthemove,howitwouldbeaccomplished.
WhileLowdidnotraisetheriskissue,hedidaskwhetherNASAcouldrealisticallytakethefullresponsibilityfor
Shuttleoperationsif itwereatruecontractoroperation?"6
STUDIES
In 1976,NASAlaunchedaseriesofstudies.Thefirst,byAerospaceCorp.,concludedthatthespace
agencyshouldcontinueto operatetheshuttle.In 1977,NASAaskedtheNationalAcademyof Public
Administrationto lookatalternateshuttlemanagementmethods,andNAPAalsorecommendedNASAstay
involvedastheoverallshuttlemanager.ThencameastudycontractedfromNASAto Booz-AJlenApplied
Research.AtNASA'srequest,Booz-Allenbroughtinthreeaerospaceontractorsto helpexaminethe
conceptsbeingdiscussed.ThecompanieswereRockwellInternational,McDonnellDouglasandGeneral
Electric.Booz-A]lenandthecontractorsallcametothesameconclusion:"letthecontractordothemajor_/
ofthejobandfurnishhisownservicesto theextentwhether(NASA)canholdhisfeettothefireforboth
safetyandperformance.''7
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THEFROSCHERA
JamesFletcherresignedasNASA dministratorinMay1977,givingwayto PresidentJimmyCarter's
appointee,RobertFrosch.Fletcher'slegacywastheshuttledecisionandthusthesurvivalofmannedspaceat
NASA.Hislegacyalsowasaprogramthat was underfunded and falling behind development schedule. None
of the shuttle managers believed the shuttle could fly for at least two more years. Frosch determined the $5.5
billion development figure NASA had negotiated at the time of President Nixon's decision was low by at least
$ I billion. His task became getting President Carter to agree to a funding increase.8
NASA had been planning for a fleet of five shuttles, but Carter in 1978 decided NASA would only have
four. In 1979, however, Carter met with Frosch and agreed to fund the "overruns" and complete the
development program. The prime reason for the President's favorable decision was that the Air Force needed
the shuttle. As the shuttle had become, de facto, the principal means for future accessto space, expendable
launch vehicles were not being built. The Air Force aswell as the CIA were users of the shuttle. Carter said
that the due bill on the shuttle had been building over three administrations and would be paid.9
With the additional funds, Frosch could put the shuttle program back on track and plan for the first
shuttle flight, seen astaking place late in Carter's term. With various technical problems, it turned out that the
initial flight of the shuttle would take place not under Carter, but under President Ronald Reagan._0 While
Frosch dealt with the Air Force, and Carter with larger policy concerns, Frosch and his senior associates also
looked ahead to the move of the shuttle from R&D to operations.
In 1978, testifying before Congress, Yardley said that the studies NASA had funded had shown no
"practical way" NASA could turn over operations to industry, at least in the first decade of the shuttle program.
Nevertheless, while maintaining NASA control, the agency did intend to shift more responsibilities to prime
contractors instead of augmenting civil service and support contractors. _
Frosch in 1978 also spoke of a gradual transition. He had talked with Boeing and other companies
who expressed interest in operations, but not in a particularly serious way. He thought privatization would be
12yearsoff,butthatcertaingroundsupporttaskscouldcomesooner."Themovementoftheaerospace
indust_/intotheoperationofthereusableshuttlewillbeginwiththeirpersonnelrunningthepre-launch
preparationsandlaunchofthespacecraft,"Froschstated.J2
TestifyingbeforeCongressin1979,Froschwasaskedaboutheprivatizationtransitionandresponded
that"wedon'tyetseehowto gotherefromhererightnow."Nevertheless,hepointedoutthattheshuttle
wasdifferentfromApollo,andwouldeventuallybea"routineflightoperation."Here,"itseemsto usmuch
moreappropriateo buildthatintoaconsolidatedindustrialoperation."Heindicatedthattheprocessmight
beginwithconsolidationfsomeofthesupportingindustrialcontractoractivitiesalreadyunderwayinafew
contracts.Whilenotingsomeoftheissuesinvolved,including"security"dueto militarymissions,andthefact
thatthefirstshuttlehadyettofly,hemadeitclearNASAwasplanningforatransition,andCongressseemed
supportiveofthedirectioninwhichNASAwasgoing._3
Issuesofsafetywerenotraised,atleastpublicly,byNASAmanagement.However,threeformer
astronautsfromtheApolloEradidsayatameetingthatalackoffundsandinsufficientbackingbyPresident
CarterandCongresswerejeopardizingshuttlesafety.CharlesDuke,AIWorden,andDickGordon
questionedthequalityofthetestprogram"safetymargin."A"NASAspokesman"dismissedtheirviewsasno
betterthanthoseofthe"averagemanonthestreet."_4
BEGGSASADMINISTRATOR
In 198I,JamesBeggswasappointedAdministratorfNASAbyPresidentRonaldReagan,A manwho
hadbeenahigh-rankingNASAexecutiveinthelate1960's,Beggshadservedinseniorpositionsinindustry
andgovernmentintheinterim.HehadworkedontheNationalAcademyof PublicAdministrationstudyof
shuttleprivatizationi 1977.BeggsknewNASAwell,alongwithitsdiflicultpoliticalenvironment,Hesettwo
maintasksforhistenureasleader:to movetheshuttleintoroutineoperationalstatusandto getthePresident
to endorsethespacestation._sToachievethelatter,hehadto makesubstantialprogressontheformer,since
headvertisedthespacestationasthe"nextlogicalstep"aftertheshuttle.Therewaspressurefromwithin
NASAforaf_thshuttleto addtothefleet,butBeggsregardedthatobjectiveassubordinateothefirstwo.
Thepushto movemorequicklyto operationscamenotjustfromBeggs.Hehadalliesinhisdeputy,
HansMark,whocameoverto NASAfromtheAirForce,andGeneralJamesAbrahamson,whoreplaced
YardleyasAssociateAdministratorforSpaceFlight.Moreover,thepressureforprivatizationfromtheReagan
Administrationwasconsiderableowingto itsconservativeideologyandthedemandsofBudgetDirectorJohn
StockmanthatNASAjustifyshuttlexpendituresa cost-effective.
BeggsandMarkdecidedto limitlthetestingperiodfortheshuttle. There would be four flights. If all
went well, the shuttlewould be judged "operational," and the stagewould be set for a presidential space
stationdecision. In April 198 I, the first shuttle,Columbia, was launched and flew successfully.According to
Mark, "we had to fulfill the promise made when the shuttleprogram startedin 1972." What the April flight
demonstrated was "that the shuttlewas technically successful."But "we stillhad to prove it was operationally
successful.This meant that we had to show we couldmeet the flight schedules and payload requirements
demanded by usersof the launch services,provided by the shuttle. We also had to learn to control the
operational costs." _6
Beggs pressured the managers to make the shuttlea viable commercial rocket systemas quicklyas
possible. He remained convinced that a successfulshuttleprogram would build congressionaland public
support for hisefforts to obtain a spacestationdecision. Eventuallysucha record of successwould force the
military to cooperate. 17 Beggs was ambivalent about the shuttle. Until he hada spacestation development
program decision, the shuttlewas the only big program NASA had. Yet, as it became operational, it was a
drain on NASA R&D resources. Beggs searchedfor a solutionto keep NASA in the spacebusiness with the
space station, but take it out of what he calledcommercialtrucking via the shuttle. Paul Dembling (former
NASA General Counsel) saidBeggswanted the shuttleto become serf-sufficient.He recalled: "What Jim
Beggs saidwas, 'This (the shuttle)was a big albatross around our neck.... I don't know how to get rid of it and
weshouldn'tbekeepingit.' Thatwasthedilemma.Whatdoyoudowithit?Howdoyougetridof itandnot
getridofthesupportfortheSpaceProgram?Becausewheneveryouhadaprogramthatdidn'tcapturethe
imaginationoftheCongressandthepeople,youdon'tgetthemoney."f8
PrivatizationbecameakeystrategybywhichNASAcouldholdtotheshuttleduringthetransitionto
theSpaceStationEra,whilemovingoutfromunderShuttle'smoreroutinerequirements.Accordingto
JosephTrento:"Beggsbelievedthatoncetheshuttlesprovedthemselvesintestflights,theimaginationofthe
businesscommun_wouldbeignitedandacommercialoperatorwouldbefound.First,Beggsbegan
searchingforprivatecompaniesto rungroundoperationsattheKennedySpaceCenterandthen[second]
actuallyoperatetheshuttlefleet."u9
InlateDecember,Aviation Week & Space Technology reported that "shuttle management was shifting
to operations." It stated that NASA had embarked on a restructuring of its space shuttle management
techniques and attitudes to shift the program away from rigid research and development to more flexible
operations capability in order to satisf7 user demands and counter aggressive competition from the European
Ariane Program. "Procedurally we have to make a major effort," declared Abrahamson. "This has been started,
and I think it has to be increased to simplify and improve our procedures so that we can have a reliable and
repeatable airline-type operation." The magazine saidthat Beggs and Mark were going to make clear to shuttle
personnel that changes were needed now to make the system a commercial success. The operational
phi!osophy had taken a back seat to development needs, and this emphasis would have to change.2°
THE TESTFLIGHTS
In 198 I, the four test flights commenced. In aJanuary news conference, the two astronauts who
would fly the first shuttle, Columbia, said they had confidence that the new spaceplane was flightworthy. There
had been numerous problems in development, with the main engine and heat-resistant tiles, but the
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astronauts, John Young and Robert Crippin, said the problems were in the past. "If there's a vehicle we can
have confidence in, it's this one," Young said. "We obviously think it's safe." Young also said he agreed with
the NASA decision to forgo a preliminary unmanned test flight, a test which had been the practice in previous
manned programs. Such a flight, he said, could have added $500 million to project costs and delayed the
program at least a year. 2f
On April 12, space shuttle Columbia soared into the heavens. Two days later it landed successfully to
the plaudits of President Reagan,supporters in Congress, and the American people generally. For the first time
since the end of the Apollo program, Americans were back in space.
Nevertheless, on the eve of Columbia's next flight, in November, Congressman Edward Boland
expressed doubts about the program. Writing in the Washington Post on November 3, Boland admitted that
the shuttle gave people a sense of "pride and renewed hope." But: "If the truth were known, never has this
nation's space program been beset by more uncertainty, greater disarray and a cloudier future in all its 30-year
history." He called shuttle a potential "white elephant" unless turnaround time between flights could be
drastically reduced. "That cannot be done without sufficient money to fund enough flights to demonstrate
workability," he wrote. "So the shuttle is caught in a vicious circle, and painful as it is to admit, perhaps its
promise as a cheap reusable civilian launch system may never be realized."22
Nine days later, Columbia flew the second time and landed successfully. Again, there was praise and
elation, and most obsewers forgot Boland's admonitions. NASA officials, however, understood the problem.
They were concerned that the shuttle could not be serviced and returned to space as rapidly as originally
hoped. Now at the $10 billion mark in costs since the original program was launched, the shuttle had been
sold on the basisof quick-turnaround capabilities. The goal of atwo-week turnaround was now giving way to
a month between flights. The problem we have, Beggs said, "is simply one of insuring we can sewice the
vehicle in a quick, ready, routine way and make it fly. We will be able to do this, we feel sure, because of that
fact that we are, in the four developmental flights, uncovering the various service problems we have." 23
1!
InFebruary1982,NASAreceivedaproposalfromaninvestmentbankingfirmto purchaseashuttle
forcommercialoperations.SpaceTransportationfPrinceton,NJ,asubsidiaryofWilliam-Sword,Inc.,offered
adownpaymentof $200millionto $300millionbyearly1983toward the estimated $ I billion cost of building
a f_th shuttle. In return for adding a f_h shuttle to the planned fleet of four vehicles, the company wanted to
take over from NASA the marketing of shuttle launching services to commercial and foreign users - - primarily
communications. The company sought to use contacts in the White House, including Vice-President George
Bush, to pressure NASA.24
Asked at a press conference about White House "encouragement" of privatization, Beggs replied that
he had been neither encouraged nor discouraged by the White House. He noted that proposals for a shuttle
shift to the pnvate sector--or the Air Force or Cosmsat-like operation -- had been "very sketchy," and would
have to get "a lot firmer" to be seriously considered. 2s
In March, the third flight of Columbia took place. Again, it was a success. The agency invited eight
aerospace companies to send technical observers to Kennedy Space Center to see first-hand the steps
involved in readying and launching Columbia. The New York Times noted that privatization ideas were
floating around the Capital and quoted Presidential Science Advisor George Keyworth, who was leading an
administration review of space policy, that putting shuttle operations in private hands "coincides very well with
the Administration's philosophy. "26
In June, the fourth flight of Shuttle Columbia was launched. When it landed on July 4, Independence
Day, President Reagan was on hand. "The fourth landing of the Columbia is the historical equivalent to the
driving of the Golden Spike which completed the first transcontinental railroad -- it marks our entrance into a
new era. The test flights are over, the groundwork has been laid, now we will move forward to capitalize on
the tremendous potential offered by the ultimate frontier of space. Beginning with the next flight, the Columbia
and her sister ships will be fully operational and ready to provide economical and routine accessto space."27
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THE SHUTTLE PROCESSING DECISION
The President's congratulations were echoed in Congress. In introducing a concurrent resolution,
Senator Alan Cranston (D., Cal.) declared: "Thus far the risk and the cost have been worth it." He noted that
"the last test flight of the shuttle isover and the Shuttle is ready to move into an operational phase. Thus, we
mark the end of a major research and development effort. The natural question is what's next? ''28
The answer came on August 5 when Administrator Beggs announced that NASA would employ a
space shuttle processing contractor at the Kennedy Space Center, Florida, to handle preparations, launch,
landing, and turnaround activities for the space shuttle. Beggs said the contract would result in significant cost
savings during the shuttle operational era. It would minimize the interfaces at the launch and landing site and
foc'Js clear responsibility on a single contractor. This focus of responsibility would improve flight safety and
mission effectiveness, he indicated.
Shuttle processing up to this time, as well as the processing of earlier space vehicles, had been carried
out at the launch site by several contractors who supplied flight hardware. The hardware contractors would
continue to perform launch services. What was at issue was the work on the ground between flights. There
would be a transition period as it was demonstrated that the processing contractor could accomplish the task
safely and effectively. 29
Two congressmen on the House Space Committee expressed concern about the shuttle processing
contract. Don Fuqua (D-FL) and Ronnie Flippo (D-AL), alerted prior to the Beggs announcement, had written
the NASA Administrator on July 23, 1982. Reflecting muted dissent within NASA, they declared: "we believe
flight safety and mission success must be of paramount importance. We are concerned that the shuttle
processing contract activities have not been well coordinated within the agency resulting in an apparent split
among senior agency officials with regard to their support. The Shuttle Program success to date is in large part
due to the dedicated 'team' effort by the agency. We must not allow this team effort to dissolve. ,3o
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Meanwhile, various firms jockeyed to position themselves for the competition: expected to
commence in November with a request for proposals. As firms prepared for the competition, they fell into
groups with two contrasting philosophies, views that mirrored differences within NASA.
The first was that processing the space shuttle was a complex, technical operation that could be
successful from mission and schedule standpoints only if done by experienced hardware contractors until the
maturity of the technological system was assured. The second was that processing the space shuttle was
essentially a management task, The shuttle system was mature and design engineering was giving way to
sustaining engineering. The incumbent contractors - Rockwell for the orbiter, Martin Marietta for the external
tank and United Space Boosters for the solid rocket boosters -- subscribed to the first philosophy. Boeing,
Lockheed, and Grumman believed shuttle processing was a management task and that they were individually
capable of taking over this job.3J
On January 6, 1983, Beggswrote Congressman Fuqua that KSC would retain control over the
processing contractor selected. The development contractors and NASA development centers (Johnson
Space Center and Marshall Space Flight Center) would remain deeply involved with the Shuttle Program.
Nevertheless, NASA expected that the consolidation of processing activities under a major contractor would
lead to substantial financial savings. Beggsminimized the impact of the change on existing relationships, and
thus risk potential. 32
On April 29, the shuttle processing contract bids came in. A team of companies led by Rockwell
International Corp., the builder of the space shuttle, and a team led by Lockheed Corp. competed for the
contract -- the most lucrative space contract of the decade. The contractor would, in effect, maintain the
shuttle. It would service the shuttle orbiter before each flight, put the rocket boosters and shuttle together
before launch, and retrieve the booster after launch. The contract could mean $6 billion in revenue during the
next 15 years. The first agreement would be for three years with successivethree-year options.
]4
Whilebothcompanieshadsaidtheywouldsaveoncosts,Rockwell,whichhadsewicedtheshuttleso
far,toldNASAthatanyothercompanymightbetoounfamiliarwiththeshuttleto maintainitsafely.Bothfirms
hadformerastronautsinexecutivepositionsandlobbiedenergetically.TheLockheedteamincluded
Grumman,MortonThiokol,andPanAmericanWoddAirways.RockwelrspartnerswereBoeing,United
Airlines,andUnitedTechnologies.
Lockheedsaidsafetywasnotanissue.Lockheedwouldkeepthepeoplewhopresentlyworkedon
theshuttle,hiringthemfromRockwell.ThedifferencewouldbeLockheed'smanagementapproach.NASA
hopedthatnamingasingle,largecontractorwouldsetresponsibilityforsafeandefficientmaintenanceofthe
shuttle.Eighteenprocessingcontractorseportedto NASAatthistime.B3
OnSeptember7,NASAannouncedthattheLockheedteamhadwonthecontract,The New York
Times characterized the decision as a major upset for the team led by Rockwell International. NASA said that it
believed Lockheed would maintain stability in employment. It said Lockheed could bring the Shuttle into "an
operational mode" more rapidly than Rockwell. NASA pointed out that Lockheed's primary strength was in
management approach, with clear lines of responsibility and authority for each processing function and
Lockheed always in charge. Rockwell's horizontal management approach was called "unsuitable for effective
and efficient shuttle processing operations." The matrix management in Rockwelrs proposal was perceived by
NASA's source evaluation board as a weakness. In it, personnel from different companies in the Rockwell
team would be intermixed at all levels within the work force, and there would be "extensive utilization of
committees in management activities." 34
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PUSHING TOWARD OPERATIONS
In October 1983, the NASA Advisory Council, the agency's highest level group of outside advisors,
urged care in NASA's push to operations. It recommended to Administrator Beggs that control of the space
shuttle remain in NASA. The shuttle, it said, was a national resource that "is not yet ready" for
commercialization. It recommended, however, that within NASA "a new organization be created to manage
shuttle operations and utilizations and that, within this new NASA entity, manpower, finances, and facilities be
'fenced,' or confined to serve only these objectives. "3s
Meanwhile, Beggs was working on the President, trying to get him to commit to the space station. In
early 1984, in his State of the Union address, Reagan announced that he had decided to develop a space
station. Thus, Beggs had fulfilled one of his key objectives -- getting a favorable space station decision. Making
the space shuttle operational was another matter.
In June 1984, testifying before the House Space Subcommittee, Beggs said that if NASA continued to
improve the shuttle and bring down its cost, by about 1988 or 1989 the agency could turn operations over to
a quasi-government or private operator, who could operate it "for profit, or make a little money on it." He
said NASA continued to estimate that it would reach a break-even point on shuttle operating costs sometime in
the 1989-90 time period. NASA would start examining options for such a turnover in two years and expected
to be able to report to Congress in late 1986 that it was prepared to sell the shuttle off, "or more likely, give it
away" for private operation by the end of the decade. Before turning the shuttle over, NASA still had to solve
some "nagging problems" with the main engine and with certain subsystems -- which he said were "well in
hand..36
Beggs and other NASA officials testified before Congress in July and August. While the officials varied
in their optimism, and some thought there would always be a research and development aspect to the shuttle
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due to unexpected problems, they believed operations were on the horizon. All NASA witnesses expressed
confidence that shuttle operations would have matured sufficiently by 1989 to provide up to 24 flights a year.
Beggs announced at the hearings the creation of a Shuttle Operations Strategic Planning Group to
report by the end of the year on options for privatization. The chair of the subcommittee, Harold Volkmer (D-
MO), noted the conflicting nature of NASA's goals. How would it reduce turnaround time and operating costs
and at the same time maintain high quality and safety levels. How would NASA keep these goals in balance?
Every NASA witness stated emphatically that ensuring product quality and safety was their highest objective and
that the agency's goals to reduce turnaround times and operating costs were secondary by comparison.
In its October 1984 report on the hearings, the subcommittee declared as its first finding: "NASA has
made considerable progress in establishing long-term goals and objectives for various space shuttle elements
which, if successfully accomplished, should bring the spacetransportation system to full operational maturity by
1989." 37
Reflecting on the feeling of NASA at this time, Phil Culbertson, Associate Administrator, later said:
"Everybody was sort of caught up with the spirit of 'yes ,' we must become operational. And we felt, and I
think it is a rational thought, that if we become operational, whatever the term really means, the more
responsive we could be to the true customers. The more we could keep things on schedule. We were
needing to be competitive. It was clear the greater the launch rate, the more economical the system would be
to operate. And the more effectively we drew missions to the shuttle, the less it was going to cost NASA for
shuttle missions."38
As the space station program got underway, and as new starts in space applications and space science
looked for funds, the R&D initiatives bumped into the space shuttle. The space shuttle was increasingly seen as
a barrier to NASA's true purpose. Senator Slade Gorton (R-WA)), chairman of the Senate Space
Subcommittee, declared in October 1985 that the ongoing shuttle costs were a "tremendous drain" on
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NASA'sR&Dmission.Hecalledfor"seriousconsideration"oftransferofshuttleoperationsfromNASAto a
commercialentitiy.39
Atthesametime,theshuttlewastheonlyprogramNASAhadto bringspacethepublicvisibility
neededtoattracthugebudgetsAstheshuttleappearedto becomemoreroutine(andthuslessexciting),
NASAtookmorerisksto retainpublicattention.IntheApolloeraanduptothispointintheshuttleprogram,
astronautswith"therightstuff"weredefinedprimarilyastestpilots,usuallywithrobustmilitarytestflight
experience.Theideaofflyingprivatecitizensonthespaceshuttledidnotappealto manyinNASAbutBeggs
wasconvincedthatit wasjustthekindofpublicityheprogramneeded.Hewantedto showthattheshuttle
madespaceflightanordinaryactivity.Hewantedto provethattheshuttlewasmakingprogressandwas
"operational."4°Asaconsequence,itwasdecidedto allow"citizenastronauts"to fly.ThefirstwasSenator
JakeGarn(R-Utah),amemberoftheappropriationssubcommitteethathandledNASA,inMarch1983.Then
camePrinceSultanSalmanAI-Saud,aSaudiArabian,presumablytheretodeployanArabiansatellite,onJune
17.InDecember,Rep.BillNelson(D-Florida),chairmanoftheHouseSubcommitteeonSpaceScienceand
Applications,flewonashuttle.
Beneaththesurfacebravadoaboutmovingtowardroutineoperations,therewereconcerns.The
DeputyAdministrator,HansMark,leftNASAinmid1984.Priorto leaving,hehadorderedthatallsolidrocket
mctorsealsandjoints,includingO-rings,whichhadcharredinsomeoftheshuttleflights,bereviewed.He
hadintendedahigherlevelreview,butleftbeforethatcouldbedone.A reviewwascarriedout,butonthe
levelof MarshallSpaceFlightCenterandthecontractor,MortonThiokol.TheO-ringissuewasarisk,butwas
deemed"acceptable.''41Takenmoreseriouslywereproblemsassociatedwiththeprocessingworkof
Lockheed.InMarch1985,aworkplatformfellintheorbiterprocessingfacility,damagingtheorbiter
Discoveryandinjuringaworkman.NASA dministratorBeggsreactedstronglyto theincidentandinMay,
followinganinternalinvestigation,LockheedreassignedthetopthreeofficersofitsLockheedSpaceOperations
Co.atKennedySpaceCenter,includingtheChiefExecutiveOfficer.Thecorporationsaidthemoveswerean
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attemptto provide"a differentmanagementapproach"tospaceshuttleprocessing.NASAindicatedit hadno
plansto recompetethecontract.Ironically,ithadonlybeenashortimebeforethatLockheedhadwonthe
contractbecauseofitsmanagementapproach.42
CHALLENGER
On January 28, 1985 the space shuttle Challenger exploded shortly after take-off. The disaster took
the lives of seven astronauts, including teacher-astronaut Christa McAuliffe. With Beggs incapable of serving as
Administrator because of an indictment related to his work in industry, a charge later proved false, leadership
fell to his deputy, William Graham. Graham was new to NASA, forced on the agency by the Reagan White
House, and without internal support. President Reaganfurther diminished NASA's influence over immediate
events by quickly appointing what became known as the Rogers Commission to investigate the tragedy.
Wounded, NASA looked for someone to provide a sense of direction.
THE LONG RETURNTO FLIGHT
It was not until September 29, 1988, thirty-two months after Challenger exploded, that the space
shuttle Discovery flew successfully, returning NASA and the nation to space. In between, NASA labored at
repairs to the shuttle and to its image. Risk and recovery were mixed, and NASA had only partial control over
the pace and direction of the recovery process.
With NASA leadership in disarray, Rear Admiral Richard Truly, a former astronaut, agreed to join
NASA as Associate Administrator for Space Flight. Named February 20, 1986, he was determined to get
NASA flying again as soon as possible, while upgrading the agency's capacity to deal with the inherent dsks of
space. Working furiously to familiarize himself with the issues, he reported in late March to an audience of
1000 at the Johnson Space Center and thousands more who watched on closed-circuit television at other
NASA centers, lie laid out a technical strategy for recovery promising to "correct mistakes we may have made
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inthepast."Hedeclared,however,that"flyinginspaceisaboldbusiness.Wecannotprintenoughmoneyto
makeit totally risk-free."43
At this point, Truly believed it would take about eighteen months to make the necessary corrections
and launch the next shuttle. That it wound up taking two and a half years was due to the role outside
reviewers played in decision making. For example, by this time it was clear that the solid rocket motor O-ring
joint would have to be redesigned and Truly directed the Marshall Space Flight Center to take the lead in
redesign.
But the Rogers Commission inquiry was underway, and the Commission communicated privately that
the members wanted "an independent panel of experts to approve the new joint.'44 This meant NASA would
have some group of experts looking over its shoulder after the Rogers Commission completed its work, and
throughout the recovery process. There was little Truly could do but go along. In May, he announced an
independent body would be created and would report directly to himself. It would work with NASA in
overseeing the joint-redesign as well as integrating the Rogers Commission findings into NASA's plans for
recovery.
Also in May, James Fletcher agreed to return to NASA as Administrator, thus ending the vacuum at the
top of the agency. The man who had gotten Nixon to agree to launch the shuttle program fourteen years
earlier, Fletcher was thoroughly familiar with the space shuttle, and his appointment had a salutary affect on
agency morale. He and Truly were in a position to move the agency ahead again.
On June 9, the Rogers Commission issued its report. It said that the accident was caused by a failure
in the O-rings sealing the joints between the two lower segments of the right solid motor. It went beyond the
technical finding to criticizing management. "The decision to launch the Challenger was flawed," said the
report. "Those who made that decision were unaware of the recent history of problems concerning the O-
rings and the joint and were unaware of the initial written recommendation of the contractor advising against
the launch at temperatures below 53 degrees Fahrenheit and the continuing opposition of the engineers at
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Thiokolafterthemanagementreverseditsposition.Theydidnothaveaclearunderstandingof Rockwelrs
concernthatitwasnotsafeto launchbecauseoficeonthepad.Ifthedecisionmakers had known all the facts,
it is highly unlikely that they would have decided to launch 5 I-L [the name of the flight] on January 28, 1986."
The Report called Challenger an "accident rooted in history." The joint was faulty to begin with, and
NASA and its contractor "first failed to recognize it as a problem, then failed to fix it, and finally treated it as an
acceptable flight risk." It called the flight schedule "unrelenting," but might have been manageable had NASA
"insisted on the exactingly thorough procedures that were its hallmark during the Apollo program." That not
being the case, the flight schedule was "overambitious." It already had been scaled backfrom an early plan for
one mission a week. "In 1985, NASA published a projection calling for an annual rate of 24 flights by 1990,"
and reaching that rate was not likely. "The capacities of the system were strained by the modest nine-mission
rate of 1985," and _NASA would have not been able to accomplish the 15flights for 1986."
The Report made a number of recommendations having to do with design, independent oversight,
the creation of an Office of Safety, Reliability and Quality Assurance, and strengthening of the Headquarters'
shuttle management vis-_.-visthat at the Centers. It called for more astronauts in management, improved
communication, and a "flight rate consistent with (NASA's) resources." No longer should the nation rely on
the shuttle as its principal space launch capability. That reliance "created a relentless pressure on NASA to
increase the flight rate."4s
On June 13 President Reagan directed NASA to implement the recommendations "as soon as
possible." Meanwhile, the National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council constituted a panel of
distinguished technical experts, led by the former National Science Foundation director H. Guford Stever, to
be the independent body advising NASA in its recovery program. On July 14, Fletcher wrote Reagan providing
a plan for responding to the Rogers Commission's recommendations. Needless to say, the drive to move the
shuttle toward privatization was on hold.
2.1
Most NASA attention went of necessity to redesign of the defective joint. The decision to be made
was whether the existing design could be modified or whether an entirely new design was required. The latter
would add enormously to cost and time. "Minimum necessary change" -- that was the option Truly favored.
The Stever panel did not disagree, but aimed at safety first beyond any other value. Truly was in the position
of trying to balance a complex set of considerations: safety, time, money, user needs, feasibility, etc. The result
was considerable contention, many tests and retests, and constant pressure on NASA to go the extra mile in
pursuit of safety, and then beyond. The Rogers Commission had criticized NASA for its "silent safety program."
The Stever panel was anything but silent.46
As the technical work progressed on the O-ring joint and other areas of work recommended by the
Rogers Commission, Truly and Fletcher also discussedthe question of management reform. The Rogers
Commission found NASA decision-making flawed. There had been lackof communication across centers and
between centers and headquarters. Headquarters had not even known about the center-contractor debate
over whether or not to fly the night before Challenger was launched. In his March "return to flight" speech,
Truly said he would take a hard look at management. In May, Fletcher, just appointed Administrator, asked
Sam Phillips, former Apollo manager, to conduct a thorough management assessmentcovering all NASA. In
June, Truly requested Robert Crippin, an astronaut, to look specifically at shuttle management. The two
studies were complementary and yielded a similar conclusion, where shuttle was concerned: there had to be
more topside control.
Using Apollo asthe model, on November 5, Truly restructured shuttle management. He replaced
the "lead center" concept in which Johnson Space Center was in charge, with a headquarters approach. There
would be a strong shuttle director in headquarters reporting to Truly The director would have two deputies
responsible for overseeing work at the centers. In line with another management recommendation of the
Rogers Commission, Truly also began to move astronauts (like Truly) into managerial positions. Crippin would
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beoneoftheseindividuals.Thenewshuttledirector,however,wasaseasonedtechnical manager, Arnold
Aldrich, thoroughly familiar with shuttle but not tarred as so many NASA officials had been by Challenger.
The Rogers Commission had not dealt specifically with the Lockheed servicing contract, much less
privatization, as direct factors contributing to the accident. But in noting the "relentless pressure"... "to increase
the launch rate," it had come close. The media had reported on various problems associated with shuttle
processing during the Rogers Commission investigation, as it conducted its own inquiry to uncover weaknesses
in NASA's management. In February 1986, The New York Times reported that the previous November a
segment of a solid rocket had been damaged, and another accident had occurred the previous March, when a
large piece of equipment was dropped on the space shuttle Discovery, causing $200,000 in damages and
injury to a worker.
The Times noted that a NASA investigation of the March accident had uncovered inexperienced
personnel at Kennedy who were careless and unmotivated. The general attitude of many was: "1was doing
something else at the time," "1only look at what I have responsibility for," and "that's not part of my job."
According to The New York Times, a former employee stated: "Among the peons, there's an attitude of only
wanting to cover your butt. "47
The Rogers Commission found that Challenger's solid rockets were not examined by any NASA
processing engineer in the 38 days the shuttle sat on the launch pad prior to January 28. Once moved to the
pad, the shuttle was considered a structurally safe vehicle, not true as it turned out. Moreover, the number of
NASA quality control inspectors had been going down asthe number of flights went up. Lockheed's number
had increased, however, and NASA had presumed Lockheed had filled the gap .48
One of the early decisions Fletcher and Truly had to make in NASA's recovery from the Challenger
disaster was whether to renew Lockheed's contract. They decided to keep Lockheed, but to conduct a
thorough review as part of the overall evaluations of shuttle's management. Truly appointed a Shuttle
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ProcessingContractReviewTeam,chairedbyRoyEstess,deputydirectoroftheNationalSpaceTechnology
Laboratories,Mississippi.
WhiletheEstesspanelconducteditsstudy,theCrippinreviewraisedanumberof concernsabout
shuttleprocessing.Also,intestimonybeforeCongress,huttledevelopmentcontractorscommentedcritically.
A memberoftheRogersCommissionwasalsoquotedbyAviation Week & SpaceTechnology that some of
the pre-acddent procedures "were an accident waiting to happen." He was referring primarily to overtime-
induced stress during processing and countdown cycles and to paperwork found to be deficient. The director
of Kennedy Space Center, Lt. Gen. Forrest Mc Cartney, who assumed that post October I, 1986, said the
criticized practices would be history under his regime, which would emphasize safety and success over
schedule.
The Estesspanel reported in March 987. While finding much to criticize, it nevertheless said that the
current Shuttle Processing Contract arrangements should be retained and strengthened. The bottom line was
that total change at this point would be too disruptive; it was easier to try to fix the deficiencies. For example,
the panel recommended more emphasis on quality control and engineering and closer NASA supervision.
Among the negative findings was the widespread view at Kennedy that "the transition to the SPC was traumatic
and NASA personnel were unsure of their roles." Many interviewed by the Estesspanel said that the shuttle
was not operationally mature and accountability was weakened in transition to the SPC concept. 49Fletcher
informed Congress and the White House of the Estesspanel findings. NASA followed-up, taking actions to
augment staff in quality assurance and engineering, increasing emphasis on launch support contracts with
hardware manufacturers, and stressing more thorough technical documentation, s°
In early August, one and one-half years after the Challenger accident, NASA powered up the orbiter
Discovery to begin the processing cycle for a return to flight,sl NASA hoped for a launch in February 1988.
But there was a malfunction during a December 1987 test of a rocket nozzle. The agency delayed the
scheduled launch until late summer. Asked in March 1988 when the next shuttle would fly, Fletcher said, "We
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willflyonlywhenweareready.AndreadinessmeansthattheShuttlewillflyonlywhenit'ssafeaswecan
makeit".s2
Inthesamemonth,asecondNationalAcademyofSciences-NationalResearchCouncilcommittee,
appointedNovember,1986,reported.HeadedbyAltonSlay,aretiredgeneralandformerheadoftheU.S.
AirForceSystemsCommand,thispanelhadbeenaskedtofocusonriskmanagementasitrelatedtothe
shuttle.Slaystated:"OurcentralfindingisthatwhileNASAhasthebasicorganizationalelementsforassessing
andmanagingrisks,thearrangementisacomplexmosaicofnumerousreviewboardsandsafetyorganizations
whichyieldsafragmentedpicture."Moreover,NASA'scurrentoperationreliedtooheavilyon "qualitative
rationalesandsubjectivejudgments."SlaysaidthepanelwasnotcallingonNASAto replaceprofessional
judgmentwithcomputers.ItwasaskingNASAto supplementengineeringjudgmentwithmodernstatistical
analysis,uchasatechniquecalledprobabilisticr skassessment(PRA)."Nevertheless,thepanelbelievedthe
shuttlewassafertodaythanattheJanuary1986launch,andthepanelhadfound"noshow-stoppers"to
preventthenextshuttlefromflying,s3
InJune,NASAconductedafull-scaleintegratedflightsimulationto validateitslaunchprocedure.One
personwasmadeclearlyresponsibleforeachmilestonedecisionleadingtothelaunchofDiscovery.Three
hundredmembersofthelaunchteamtookpartintheexercise.Forthefirsttime,top-leveldecisionmakers
wereinvolved.RobertCrippin,deputydirectoroftheshuttleprogram,wouldmakethefinaldecisionto
launchor notlaunch,s4
InAugust,hefiveastronautschosenfortheflight,possessingstrongshuttleexperience,metwith
reporters."It'sgoingto representaturnaroundinourspirit,"saidmarineLieutenantColonelDavidHilmens,
flightengineer."It'salmostagiventhatithasto comeoff,hasto comeoffsmoothly."Thecrewwasmore
thanready;it hadbeenintrainingfortwoyearsforamissioninvolvingabrief,four-daysojournwithfew
complextasks,s
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InearlySeptember,theSteverPaneldeclareditwassatisfiednosafetyconcernstoodinthewayof
launchingthefirstmissionsinceChallenger.NASAhadbynowdonevirtuallyeve_thingitfeltit coulddo
technically:hundredsofmodificationsinthecomplexshuttleinvolvingO-rings,rockets,andorbiter.It hadalso
madeahostofadministrativechangesto clarifywhomadewhatdecisions,trengthenheadquarterscontrol,
andfacilitatecommunication.Ithadsetupanewcentralsafetyofficeto improveriskassessmenttechniques,
andaugmentengineeringjudgmentwithstatisticalmethods.Ithadsoughtto evokea"safetyfirst"attitude
throughouttheorganization.Ifanyonesawanyproblems,theywereexpectedto reporthemimmediately.
Withallthat,therewerestill"1,514elements"ontheshuttle"whosefailurecouldresultin lossofshipand
crew."Still,virtuallyeveryoneassociatedwiththeprogrambelievedDiscovery'sflightwouldbesaferthanany
beforeorafter."It'stheflightyouwanto putyourmotheron,"saidoneNASAofficial,s6
Farfromthepreviousrhetoricoftheroutine,NASAnowcalledthislauncha"testflight."On
September26,Trulysaid,"wewillalwayshaveto treatit [theshuttle]likeaR&Dtestprogram,evenmany
yearsintothefuture.I don'tthinkcallingitoperationalfooledanybodywithintheprogram....itwasasignalto
thepublicthatshouldn'thavebeensentandI'msorryitwas."s7
Threedayslater,September26,1988,theSpaceShuttleDiscoverysoaredfromitslaunch-pad.The
momentoftimeafterlaunchatwhichChallengerhadexplodedcatastrophicallycameandwent,andDiscovery
movedintoorbit. Fourdayslater,theshuttlelandedsafely,onschedule.After32monthsofturmoiland
anxiety,theUnitedStatespaceprogramwascomingback.
TRYINGTORETURNTONORMALCY
OnDecember2,thespaceshuttleAtlantisflew. LandingDecember6,itmarkedasecondsuccessful
flight.Amidstallthejubilationandrelief,however,therewasanewwariness.NASAwasbackinspace,but
withaheavyrealizationthattheriskswerealotgreaterthanithadthoughtbeforeChallenger.Thebest
statisticalnalysisNASAhadnowwaslossof oneshuttlevery78launches.TheSteverPaneldisbanded
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December1988,butSteverinhisfarewellcomments,warned:"Successbreedsconfidence,andthat's what
you want, but it can also threaten you with complacency. ''s8 Fletcher added to the symbolism that a milestone
had come with the return to flight. Retiring for the second time from NASA, the Administrator held a press
conference. He said he did not believe another Challenger would occur for some time, but people had to be
prepared for such an event given the realities of risk in space. If and when another disaster came, he hoped it
would not again ground the shuttle for almost three years. He also scored a parting shot with the Rogers
Commission for its "adversarial" investigation. It was "like a court trial," he charged,s9
Admiral Richard Truly, widely credited with leading NASA's recovery after Shuttle, was selected by
George Bush, who had become President in January, to be Fletcher's successor as Administrator. Truly was
now responsible for an agency chastened from the criticisms it received after Challenger. However, it was also
an agency that President Reagan had supported verbally and through his decision to replace Challenger with a
fourth shuttle. The President and Congress had also augmented NASA's budget, perhaps in recognition that
the agency needed help to recover.
President Bush was a space enthusiast, like Reagan. In July, celebrating the 20th anniversary of the
Apollo moon-landing, Bush proclaimed the long-range goal of returning to the Moon and going onward to
Mars. Bush, who called himself the "environmental president," also endorsed a giant remote sensing program
of NASA called Mission to Planet Earth. Finally, Bush said he would back the space station, whose
development had been delayed because of congressional opposition over Challenger. He appointed Dan
Quayle, V_ce-President, to take the lead on administration space policy through his chairmanship of the
interagency National Aeronautics and Space Council.
Truly was conscious that much that NASA wished to do, including the space station, was entirely
dependent on the space shuttle. He was aware of a study by the Congressional Office of Technology
Assessment which said it was "statistically likely" that a shuttle would be lost before the space station was fully
assembled, given the large number of shuttle flights it would take to build the station. He also was cognizant
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thattheriskofstoppingthespaceprograminitstrackscouldbereducedbyacquisitionofafifthshuttle.6o
Truly'stoppriorityashetookoverasNASA dministratorwasmakingtheShuttleprogrammorerobust--a
coursethatincludedgettingafifthorbiter.
Evenwithouthepressureofthespacestation--overwhichtheadministrationa dCongress
continuedto fight-therewasahugebacklogof militaryandscientificpayloadswhoselaunchadbeenmuch
postponeduringtheChallengerhiatus.TheseincludedNASA'smostprominentsciencemission,theHubble
SpaceTelescope.Also,theabsenceofflightsworsenedshuttlecosts,sinceahugeworkforceand
infrastructurehadto bemaintainedwhetheror nottheflightstookplace.Thefewerflights,themorecostly
anyoneflight.
InSeptember1989,NASAextendedtheLockheedshuttleprocessingcontractthreemoreyears.In
doingso,theagencyindicateditwishedto acceleratetheprocessingcyclewithoutcompromisingsafety.
NASAwouldhavesixflightsin 1989,thesamenumberasin 1985.Thatnumbermeantagivenflightwould
cost$250million.Theagencywantedto moveupto nineflightsin 1990.
Todothatthenumberofprocessingdayshadto gofrom65-79to44-5I, or lower. InMay,NASA
andLockheedstartedsearchingforwaysto savetimewithoutreducingsafety.Thenumberofrequired
inspectionsatthispointwasgigantic--213,000. By November, NASA and its contractor pared these to
173,000. Norman Pan-net,a member of NASA's Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel, said members of his group
believed that some of the processing procedures at Kennedy after the Shuttle accident were too stringent, and
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he supported the elimination of those which were unnecessary.
Unfortunately, in 1990, a string of mishaps at Kennedy served to derail NASA's ambitions to
significantly and safely speed-up the schedule. These included: a number of hydrogen fuel leaks which
grounded the effort from mid-May until early October; a misprogrammed flight computer discovered by a
shuttle crew while in orbit; a payload bay door bent when it was struck by an overhead crane; leaks in the
coolant systems of two different shuttles; a seriously damaged fuel cell costing $3 million to fix; and most
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embarrassingly,anine-foot-longbeam,partofaworkplatform,leftinsideanenginecompartmentjustthree
days before a flight. 62
NASA sent a team to Kennedy to investigate the sequence of processing problems. But these were
overshadowed by discovery, shortly after launch, that the multi-billion dollar Space Telescope had a misshapen
lens, and hence, blurred vision. Given the hype and ballyhoo the telescope had received before it was
laul_ched by a shuttle, the Hubble trouble was a public relations, as well as scientific, nightmare for NASA.
Was NASA slipping again? Was it trying to do too much, too soon? While a future Hubble repair
mission could alleviate the immediate problems, a number of questions were raised about the agency's capacity
and direction in general. NASA faced its first crisis in confidence since Challenger. The Bush Administration
appointed a blue-ribbon panel, headed by aerospace executive Norman Augustine, to assessthe space
program and recommend future strategies.
In December 1990, the Augustine Committee produced a thoughtful document that covered NASA
as a whole and ranged broadly. It had much to say about the shuttle, its privatization, and the issue of risk.
It called the shuttle a "great technical achievement" with "impressive and unique capabilities" that was
also "a complex system that is expensive to operate and whose emergence from developmental status had not
yet taken place." While the panel did not believe the shuttle was ready for transfer to private control, given its
"quasi-developmental" status, it did believe NASA had to manage a long-term transition from R&D to
operations. Operations, however, did not imply "routine" in this case. The shuttle "in no way simulates the
functioning of commercial airlines with which it is sometimes (inadvisably) compared," the Augustine group
said. Quoting from a 1988 National Academy of Public Administration report, the Panel saw the shuttle
increasingly "driven by operational issues- turnaround time between flights, manifesting, retrofitting of design
changes for safety, cost or payload capability purposes, logistics, training of basic and science crew members,
and so on. These are not the basicwork of research and development...."
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TheAugustinePanelcalledforaseparationofshuttlefromR&DactivitiesinNASA,withshuttle
headedbyanewheadquartersA sociateAdministratorforSpaceFlightOperations.Italsorecommended
movingmostoftheshuttletechnicalworkfromtheJohnsonSpacecraftCenteratHouston(withits
developmentorientation)totheoperationallyinclinedKennedySpaceCenter).Inmanagingthetransferfrom
developmentto operations,NASAcouldsavecostsbyeliminatingexpensivel gaciesfromshuttle's
developmentandChallengerpast,including"excessivelayersof management."
Thepanelhadmuchtosayaboutotherprograms.Ingeneral,itwasapositivedocumentthatseta
directionformissionsfromEarthandto Earth.Itdidnotrecommendafifthorbiter,muchto Truly'sdismay.It
didcallforaheftyincreaseinNASA'sbudgetto payforitsrecommendations-- 10%eachyearfortherestof
thedecade,reaching$30billionin1990dollarsby2000.63
Trulycouldgoalongwithmuchofwhatheread,andcertainlylikedthecommentsaboutmore
money.Unfortunately,BushandCongressin1990reachedabudgetagreementaimedatcuttingthedeficit,
whichhadbecomegargantuan.Thisagreementprecludedthe 10%increasesrecommendedfor NASA.
Instead,NASAfounditsambitionssteadilysqueezed.Itsbudgetstoodat$12.2billioninFY1990and
prospectsforthe$30billionbudgetin2000thattheAugustinePanelproposedwererenderedmoot.Given
theneedto augmentnewR&Defforts,suchasMissionto PlanetEarth,spacestation,andotherprograms,the
argumentforconsolidatingshuttlexpendituresinan"operations-like"divisiongainedaddedsalience.
Trulydecidedin 1991to beginbyupgradingKennedySpaceCenterintheoverallschemeof shuttle
management.Indoingso,hemovedRobertCnppin,thedeputyspaceshuttlemanager,to thedirectorshipof
theKennedySpaceCenter,replacingForestMcCartney.CrippinassumedhisnewpostJanuaryI, 1992and
immediatelywarnedthattheShuttleProgramhadto downsize.Hesaidthatasmanyas20%ofthe25,000
governmentandcontractorshuttlejobs,nationwide,wouldgoovertheensuingfiveyears.Hebelievedthat
attrition would take care of most of the job cuts, and that Kennedy, given an enhanced shuttle role vis-a-vis
other centers, would remain relatively stable.64
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GOLDiNTAKESOVER
TrulywasunhappywithWhiteHousepoliciesandwithDanQualyelookingoverhisshoulder.
Relationssoured,andPresidentBushfiredTrulyinearly1992,replacinghimonAprilI withDanGoldin,a
TRWexecutivewithconsiderableexperienceinmanagingclassifiedspaceprograms.
Goldincameto NASAconvincedtheagencyneededashakingup,basicreform,if itwereto
accomplishallthemissionsonitsplateandgarnermore.HeproposedanewcultureatNASA,gearedto
technologythatwas"smaller,faster,cheaper."InJanuary,1993PresidentBillClintoncameintoofficeand
decidedto retainGoldin,aregistereddemocrat.Clintonwantedasolidspaceprogram,andgaveithis
signaturebylinkingRussiatothespacestation.Clintonalsowantedto holddowngovernmentspending.
Goldin'smaller,faster,cheapermantrawasperfectingainingcredibilitywithClinton.AIGoreinherited
Quayle'smantleof WhiteHousespaceczar,althought eNationalAeronauticsofSpaceCouncilwas
abolished.GorewasalsogiventheleadforaNationalPerformanceReviewoftheExecutiveBranchaimedat
makingovernmentmoreefficient.NASAbecamethe"posterchild"forreinvention,withGorethe
cheerleaderandGoldintheimplementor.
InDecember1993,NASAaccomplishedtherepairoftheHubbleTelescope,anunprecedented
displayof extra-vehicularactivitybyastronauts.Themissionwasdeemedanoutstandingsuccessinearly1994
whenpicturescamebackfromatelescopewhosevisionwasnolongerimpaired.NASAreceivedplauditsand
favorablepublicitythelikeofwhichithadnotseensinceApollo.Goldinandotherleadersbaskedbrieflyinthe
glory.
Hubblecouldnothavebeenrepairedwithoutheshuttle,whichperformedmagnificentlyasawork
station.Andtherewouldnotbeaspacestationwithoutheshuttle.Hence,thespaceshuttleremainedwhat
it hadbeensince1972-- thecenterpieceofallmannedspaceflightatNASA. Despitethesuccessful
performanceoftheshuttleEndeavorduringHubblerepair,controversywirledoverthefutureoftheshuttle.
Muchoftheconcernwasoverrisk.Andriskhadto dowithbudgets.
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BUDGETSANDSAFETY
WilliamBroad,writinginTheNew York Times, in March 1994 pointed out that funding for the space
shuttle had been going down steadily, touching off a debate over whether NASA "was being forced to cut
comers and raise the risk that its temperamental spaceship might break down or blow up." The budget for
shuttle went from $4.0 billion in FY 1992 to $3.8 billion in FYI993 to $3.6 billion in FY 1994. In the proposed
1995 budget that President Clinton had recently presented to Congress, the funds would drop to $3.3 billion.
Gqldin, who had won praise as a "proponent of streamlining," told Congress that the budget could fall no
further without raising the risk of calamity. "This is it, " he said. "We can't get any closer to the bone." Goldin
"Based on what we know today, we cannot cut human spaceflight any further without impacting onadded:
safety."
Broad pointed out that a lot of experts were agreeing with Goldin. He noted that worries about
booster rockets were being succeeded by new questions about a system that had long been considered one of
the spaceship's riskiest: the high-pressure pumps that fed liquid hydrogen to combustion chambers for
explosive burning. NASA was cutting cost by reducing inspection of shuttle parts and repair procedures. In the
post-Challenger period, inspections had "skyrocketed," with any given action checked seven times, and some
two million signatures and approvals needed before any shuttle left the launch pad. To avoid all the checking
and rechecking, NASA was trying to go to a system in which the people doing the work took more
responsibility for quality control. NASA spokesmen claimed that the new system was not going to do anything
that would endanger astronaut lives, but a lot of people within and outside NASA were getting worried, Broad
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wrote.
NASA's goal in 1992 had been to cut the shuttle budget three percent per year for five years. The
cuts had been steeper, five percent per year, and the pressure to cut still further from the Clinton
Administration and Congress was unyielding. NASA was protecting the space station budget and squeezing
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otherprograms,theshuttleincluded.InSeptember1994,Goldinorderedareviewto determinetheshuttle's
healthafterbudgetcutbacksandidentifypossibleadditionalsavings.NASA'sAssociate Administrator for Space
Flight, Jeremiah Pearson, was in charge of the review. Under him was Bryan O'Connor, Shuttle Program
Director at Headquarters. O'Connor said thirteen teams at NASA field centers across the nation were
examining jobs, procedures and requirements to improve efficiency. He stated that the teams were
considering "every type of technician, every type of engineer, how many of them there are, why we have
them, what kind of requirements they're fulfilling, are those still valid requirements, are there shortages?" Both
men emphasized safety was still the priority. 66
In mid-November, however, Pearson resigned abruptly, and "sources" said that he did so "in
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part...because of concern about the rapid pace of current efforts to cut costs across the shuttle program.
PROPOSINGPRIVATIZATION
Goldin, on November 23, tumed to Christopher Kraft, former director of the Johnson Space Center
and Apollo veteran, and asked him to lead an independent panel to review the way the agency ran the Space
Shuttle Program. The signalsGoldin had from Clinton and Congress continued to be grim on future NASA
budgets. How could more be cut from the programs safely? Many managers were sayingthat there was no
way to take additional money from the shuttle budget and still maintain a flight rate intended to be six or seven
flights a year, essential to construct the space station on a reasonable schedule, without radical change in the
program.
Goldin made it clear to Kraft that his panel could think in radical ways. Space News reported one
option the Kraft panel was expected to consider was "turning more responsibility over to shuttle contractors
and reducing NASA's direct involvement in day-to-day shuttle management. "68
As 1995 began, a Republican majority, elected the previous November, settled into command of the
House and Senate. The Republican "Contract for America" called for a balanced budget. Clinton said he had
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gottentheelection'smessage,wouldworktowardabalancedbudget,butwishedto protectcertainpriorities.
TheseprioritiesdidnotincludeNASA.HedirectedGoldinto cut$5billionfromitsfive-yearprojected
budget.Suchacut meantNASA'soverallbudgetwoulddropfrom$14.3billionin FY1995to $13.2billionin
FY2000,adraconianreductionconsideringinflation.
InFebruary,Kraftdeliveredhispanel'sreport.Kraftsaidthattheshuttleshouldnolongerberegarded
asexperimentalndthatNASAshouldnotonlyputroutineshuttleprocessingbutalsoflightoperationsintothe
handsofasingleleadprivatecontractor.TheKraftreportfoundan "overabundanceof ngineers"thathad
createdexcessiver quirementsforhardwareanalysis.Itchargedthatreplacement,testsandcheckouts
betweenflightsrequiredatotalof750,000"laborhours"to processeachshuttle.Moreover,asaresultofthe
Challengeraccident,managers,engineersandbusinessexecutiveswerereluctantto makedecisionsthat
involvedriskbecauseoffearof persecution.Instead,theyhadshieldedthemselvesbehindasafetyorganization
ofasmanyas4000people,costingmorethan$350millionperyear.Andyet,thepanelsaid,allthis"may
makethevehiclelessafebecauseofthelackofindividualresponsibility.,69
Reactionwasmixedto theKraftreport.TestifyinginMarch,Goldinsaidhewascommittedto
reducingshuttlecostsfurther.Hesaidsafetywasa"hugeweight"onNASA'shoulders,butpeopleshouldnot
hidebehindsafety- apparentsafety- to protectbudgets.7°HeagreedwithKraftandfeltthathavingtoo
manypeoplesignoffonflightreadiness"representsathreat"to safety,ratherthanaguaranteeof it. " Iwantto
holdonehumanbeingresponsible,"hedeclared.ThatpersonwasPearson'sreplacementasAssociate
Administratorfor SpaceFlight,J.WayneLittles.HouseSpeakerNewtGingrichandsomeothersinCongress
wantedto movefasterwithprivatization,suchastheChairoftheHouseScienceCommittee,Rep.Robert
Walker(R-PA).ButJohnPikeoftheFederationofAmericanScientistscalledtheKraftReport"closeto
hallucinatory."SeeingtheKraftrecommendationsasarecipefordismantlingthesafetyandqualityassurance
mechanismsetinplaceafterChallenger,hepredictedthattheproposalssomedaywouldbeconsidered"the
turningpointthatledto thenextshuttleaccident."7L
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BryanO'Connor,shuttlechief,saidheunderstoodthatradicalrestructuringwastheonlywayto
achievethedrasticlevelofcostreductiontheWhiteHousehadcalledforinjanuary.Safetywasstillthe
shuttle'stoppriority,buttimeshadchanged.AfterChallenger,henotedthemoodinCongressandelsewhere
wastodowhateverittookto pushshuttlesafetyriskaslowaspossible.Butnowthemoodwasnotsafe"as
possible,"butsafe"aspractical."NASAhadnowto dealwiththerisk/costtrade-offs.Moreemphasisonone
sidemeantlessattentionontheother.Hedidnotethatarecentstudybyanoutsideconsultantshowedthat
improvementsintheshuttleafterChallengermeanttheriskof catastropheadgonefromonein78flightsto
onein100ormaybeven120.Atthesametime,O'Connordidworrythatmovingtoofastinaprivatization
transitioncouldbeaproblem.72
JeffreyCarr,JohnsonSpaceCenterDirectorof PublicAffairs,pointedoutthattheKraftPanelincluded
notonlytherespectedKraft,butsixtopretiredNASAandindustryofficials.TheseincludedFrankBorman,
retiredastronautandformerChiefExecutiveOfficerofEasternAirlines,andretiredseniorexecutivesfrom
Rockwell,Thiokol,DOD,andvariousNASACenters."Howcanyounottakeseriouslyrecommendations
fromapanelofexpertslikethis?"heasked.73
THEPRIVATIZATIONDECISION
GoldinsaidthatthedecisionwouldbemadeinMayonprivatization,aspartofanoveralllookathow
to meethePresident'sobjectives.TheNASAAdministratorwasgettinginformationfromvariousources
alongwithsuggestionsfromtheKraftPanel.InterviewedattheendofMarch,Gotdinsaidthatiftheagency
decidedtogowithasinglecontractorto runtheprogram,suchastepwouldbetaken"inparallel"with
ongoingagencyeffortsto developareusableaunchvehicle(RLV)asa shuttlereplacement.Hesaidthat
"we'reconsideringbringingacontractorinastheprimecontractorontheshuttle[and]givingthatcontractor
• .. ,,74
about a year or two to try and develop an understanding and see if it's possible to pnva_lze.
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InMay,GoldinacceptedtheKraftPanel'srecommendationtocontractoutspaceshuttleoperationsas
acost-savingmovethatcouldbeasignificantfirststeptowardprivatizingtheshuttlentirely.WayneLittles,the
headoftheOfficeof SpaceFlightsaidhebelieved"thatwithtimewewillhaveanoperationalprogramthatwill
beanoperationalb ock,ifyouwillonthemanagementchart,andontheoperationsblockwillbeboththe
shuttleandthespacestation."75
InJune,NASApreparedto issueacallforproposalsto industryto seewhowouldactuallybethe
primecontractor.MostobserversbelievedthesinglecontractorwouldbeeitherLockheedor Rockwell--
sincetheywerealreadythedominantcompaniesintheShuttleProgram.WhenLockheedwontheground
processingcontractin 1983,ittookworkawayfromRockwell,theprimecontractorthatbuilttheorbiter.
Nowthetwofirmswereexpectedtocompeteforanevenlargerprize.
Goldinputapositivefaceontheproposedaction."We'regoingto bealotmoreflexible,a lotmore
mobile.I thinkit'sgoingto strengthenourcaseforstartingnewprograms".76NASAwouldbeamuchleaner
organization,butwoulditbesafer?Theagencyhad26,000employeesin 199I,andwasdownto 21,000in
1995.
Theprivatizationmovewoulddrasticallyreducethenumberofpeoplewhowererequiredto signoff
ontheflightreadinessofvarioushuttlecomponentsbeforeeachlaunch.Thataspectalarmedcriticswhosaid
flightsafetywouldbejeopardizedatatimewhenshuttlemanagerswerestrugglingto meetademanding
launchschedule,gearedtoworkingwithothernations,includingRussia,to buildaspacestation.Theschedule
nowcalledfor27flightsbetween1997and2002.
InAugust,RockwellandLockheedannouncedtheywouldnotcompeteforthenewprize.Instead,
theywouldformapartnership,acompanycalledUnitedSpaceAlliance(USA).NASAhadexpectedtoask
industryto bidcompetitively.Butthesetwocompaniespresentedtheagencywitha"preemptivestrike."
LockheedMartin,basedinBethesda,Maryland,providedtheshuttle'sexternaltankandlaunchservices.Italso
providedgroundprocessing,landing,andretrievalservicesatKennedyandsupportoperationsat]SC.Forits
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part,Rockwellproducedtheorbitervehicles,ystemsandengines,aswellasprovidingpayloadintegration,
logistics,andastronauttraining.Eachcompanyemployedabout10,000workersthroughshuttle-related
contracts.Theyhad$2billionoftheshuttlebusiness,thenrunningatabout$3.2billion.Hence,whenthey
madetheirmovetoforma50-50jointventure,theypresentedotherpossiblecompetitors,aswellasNASA,
withafaitaccompli.
OnNovember7,NASAannouncedthattherewouldbenocompetitivebidsontheshuttlecontract.
NASAwouldpursueanegotiatedagreementwithUnitedSpaceAlliance.Inannouncingthedecision,Goldin
saidgoingsole-sourcewasinthebestinterestnotonlyofhonoringU.S.commitmentso othernationsin
colnmencingspacestationconstruction,butalsointheinterestofsafety."Therewasnoothercompanythat
couldpossiblymeetoursafety,manifest,andschedulerequirements,"aidGoldin,"Wehavetwo experienced
companiesthatclearlyunderstandhowto operatetheshuttlesafely.There'snonewcontractororworkforce
77to train."Hesaidthecontractwouldprovideincentivesto maintainsafetyandschedulewhilesavingmoney.
Kraftcalledthedecision"verywise."Hedeclared:"1thinkthevehiclewillnotonlybeassafeasit has
everbeen,I thinkithasachanceofbeingevenmoresafe."Underthecontract,NASAwouldretainoversight
overshuttlepayloads,flightcrews,andgroundcontrolandlaunchdecisions.78
Congresswaslessenthusiastic.Legislativerulesgaveitthirtydaysto vetoasole-sourcedecisionby
NASA.Rep.JamesSensenbrenner,ChairmanoftheHouseScienceandAeronauticsSubcommittee,with
directoversightof NASA,expressedangerattheshGtnoticehiscommitteereceivedpriorto Goldin'sole-
sourcedecision.Heexpressedskepticismthat USAwouldlowercostsandachievenecessarysafety.Littles
respondedthatsafetywouldbe"paramount"andNASAwouldholdUSAaccountablethroughfeestructurefor
safety,fulfillingNASA'sflightmanifest,andcuttingcosts,inthatorder.
Attheendof November,SensenbrennermadeGoldintestifybeforehissubcommitteeunderoathon
thedecision.TheNASAAdministratorsaidhehadaskedtheagency'sAerospaceSafetyAdvisoryPanel,an
independentbody,to reviewtheagency'splanto moveto asinglecontractor.Headmittedthemerger
3"/
affectedNASA'sbargainingpowerwithindustry,but,"Youhaveto dealwiththeworldasit ispresentedto
you."Hepromisedthatthenegotiationswouldnotbea"lovefest,"andhewaspreparedto breakoff
negotiationsif USAdidnotcooperate.Hewouldfindthebudgetsavingssoughtanotherway.Goldinsaid
goingsolesourcewould"maximizesafety,"andtheChairmanoftheAerospaceSafetyAdvisoryPanelsaidon
DecemberI thattherewas"noreasonwhysafetyshouldbecompromisedbygivingtheshuttle'soperationto
asinglecontractor."
Thesubcommitteegavetacitapprovalbyallowingthedeadlineto slipbywithoutaction.79
SHU-I-I-LE'SDIRECTORRESIGNS
Atthebeginningof 1996,Goldinmovedto implementanumberoforganizationalchanges.These
followedfromaNASAplanforadaptingto thePresident'sproposedbudgetcuts.Thereorganizationincluded
asubstantialshiftof responsibility to the Centers from Headquarters. While all of NASA would shrink, Goldin
felt Headquarters could take an even larger percentage reduction than the Centers. One of the changes
would move the locus of shuttle management from Washington to Johnson Space Center. This meant that the
shuttle manager in Houston would report to the director of the Johnson Space Center instead of O'Connor.
It would also place KSC and Marshall Space Flight Center in a reporting role to a peer-center.
O'Connor complained bitterly about the management changes. He reminded his superiors that one
of the reforms following Challenger was to strengthen Headquarters' role in the shuttle because of the
bureaucratic rivalries at the Center-level that hurt communication. Goldin delayed action on the reorganization
and asked senior managers in the agencyto determine the seriousness of O'Connor's concerns. They
reaffirmed their support of the proposed changes. Goldin made the reorganization official February 2, and
O'Connor announced his resignation the same day.8°
While O'Connor said he was leaving "to pursue other interests," no one took this statement seriously.
O'Connor was considered one of the brightest stars in NASA management, an ex-astronaut with unusual
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executiveabilityandcredibility.Goldindownplayedtheresignation,expressing"trust"intheCenterdirectors,
Buttheresignationsent"shockwaves"throughNASAandwasinterpretedbymanyasreflectingonsafety
questionsasmuchasbureaucraticstatusandhierarchy.AcongressionalaidestatedthatO'Connor's
"resignationoughto bringareexaminationfthecurrentrestructuringplansto makesuretheywerenot
underminingsafety."8t
O'ConnorwasknowntodifferwithGoldinonsafetymatters.Forexample,Goldincomplainedabout
excessiver lianceonsignaturesandallthepeoplewhosignedoffbeforetheshuttleflew.O'Connor'sview
was:"Ifnobodyeverysignedoffonsomethingyouwouldn'tknowwhatwasdone."8="O'Connorwasthe
heartandsoulofthis[shuttle]program,"oneunnamedNASAofficialsaid.83
CHALLENGER'SANNIVERSARY
O'Connor'sresignationcameatabadtimefromthestandpointofNASApublicrelations.Thiswasa
timewhenthe10thanniversaryoftheChallengerdisasterwasgettingheadlines."CoulditHappenAgain?"the
mediaasked. Theanswerwas "ofcourse,"followedusuallybystatementsaboutheodds of another
disaster. The New York Times said the risk had improved to one in 145 missionsthanks to added safety
features on the shuttle and overall experience. However, it noted that experts believed declining budgets and
demanding schedules were bringing about the same conditions that led to Challenger. It quoted Goldin that
"safety is the highest priority" but mentioned others, such as PaulJohnson, the Chairman of the Aerospace
Safety Advisory Panel, who spoke of "overzealous reductions" in people and money that enhanced risk.84
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FROM OVERSIGHT TO INSIGHT
USA executives spent a lot of time reassuring the shuttle workforce that its "bottom line" would be
safety, and not prof.. The watchword for NASA seemed to be a shift from "oversight" to "insight." The head
of USA, Kent Black, said that there was an analog,/between the aircraft industry and manned space. "If you
think of NASA as the Federal Aviation Administration, think of USA as the operating airline company and the
orbiter as a commercial airliner."
In the future, he said, USA "will take on all of the aircraft service and maintenance work, train its flight
crews on its own simulators and take on most of the launch and flight control work." At the same time, NASA
will "maintain insight into these processes and be the ultimate judge of whether the airline is flying safely, just as
FAA does for the airline industry. "Ss The problem with this view, critics charged, was that the shuttle was
immensely more complex than any airplane and space carried risks that were unique.
On May 3 I, the White House joined NASA in asking the Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel to review
space shuttle safety. Presidential Science Advisor Jack Gibbons said the VV_ite House wanted "to ensure that
our efforts to improve and streamline the Space Shuttle Program do not inadvertently create unacceptable
risk." The report was due in November. 86
In July, the Safety Panel reported on a field trip to KSC taken in May, prior to the White House
directive. The group provided an internal memo to NASA of_cials. It recommended that NASA slow plans to
cut Shuttle Program costs by the end of the decade or risk a serious accident. It said that NASA's attempts to
slash shuttle costs by reducing safety inspections and placing day-to-day operations with a private contractor
had left the work-force at Kennedy Space Center demoralized and struggling to do its job.
"Overall, it was the clear consensus of the team that a cooling off period is absolutely necessary if KSC
operations are to continue safely." Said the internal memo: "NASA and its contractors must step back, permit
things to stabilize, and gain some experience with the new operating conditions, before any other major
changes are made. This may take a year or more of operations under the United Space Alliance. Without this
4O
hiatus, the safety risk is unacceptable." This risk could "spawn an accident or incident. Given the aging
hardware and the need for additional maintenance, many engineers "thought that more rather than fewer
inspections were warranted," the memo stated.
"The yellow light which was blinking during our last visit is now burning steadily," the Panel warned.
"There was a general consensus that morale is at an all time low. Jobs are being cut, workload and schedule
pressure are increasing and skills are eroding."
The report was soon public knowledge. A White House official commented: "The memorandum
reflects the concerns that caused us to ask about our own Review." 87The review for the White House would
be presumably more in-depth.
Meanwhile, on October I, NASA and USA completed contract negotiations and the transition to a
private takeover of shuttle operations inexorably moved forward.
CONCLUSION
Discussed has been the subject of privatization and risk. This subject is a dimension of the larger issue
of technology management. NASA and its contractors have managed the space shuttle from its initial
conceptualization to its present "operational" stage. Each stage has demanded a different management
approach. NASA dominated the developmental era and has sought to delegate more and more responsibility
to the private sector asthe shuttle has matured. Early on, NASA foresaw the prospect for privatization and
began planning for the eventual transition in management.
The issuewas and is how fast to move from development to operations, from government-run
technology to a privately-based system. In theory, the answer depends on "technical" factors, the basic
readiness of the technology for routine operations. In reality, pace is influenced also by a variety of
organizational imperatives and political forces. It appears that the shuttle became _ ripe for certain
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operations(andlimitedprivatization)intheReaganera,butwasnottechnicallyready.Challengerprovidedthe
reality-check.
InherbookontheChallengerdisaster,DianneVaughnlikensoperationsto a"cultureof
prcduction.''88Inaculturethatbelievedthetechnologywasreadyforroutineflights,inwhichcitizenastronauts
couldbeflown,riskwasgivenlessattentionthaninonethatregardedthetechnologyasstilldeveloping.
Organizationaldecision-makingcouldbemovedto alowlevelintheproductionculture.Risksthatmight
otherwisehavebeenseenas"showstoppers"becamemore"acceptable."Takingrisksthatwentagainstthe
grainofspecificationsi oneculture(developmental)couldbeglossedoverinaproductionor operational
culturewheretheregularityandnumberofflightswereseenasall-important.Vaughncallsthispatternof
acceptingrisks"routinely"asthe"normalizationfdeviance."
Theshuttleisgenerallyseentodayasatbestquasi-operational.Somebelieveitwillneverbe"routine"
becauseit issocomplexandspacesoforbidding.Yetshuttleflightsdotakeplaceandtheturnaroundactivities
betweenflightsarehardlyR&D.Technologydoesmature.Organizationalproceduresdobecomemore
production-like.Thereistechnologicalchangeandlearning.Therearealsoorganizationalandpolitical
pressuresforNASAto moveon,divestitselfasmuchoftheday-to-daymanagementoftheshuttleaspossible,
inorderto makeroomforR&D.IfthereisanyconsensusatallaboutNASA,it isthatitscoremissionliesat
thefrontierofmannedspaceflight.
Thequestionsremains-- how fast to go, how far to go in redirecting funds and management attention
from shuttle to new enterprises. NASA can delegate a great deal of the shuttle work to the private sector, but
there is a limit to replacing "oversight" with "insight." The shuttle remains the world's most sophisticated flying
machine that carries human beings. It also remains the enabling technology for most of what NASA wishes to
do in manned spaceflight. Finally, the shuttle is a symbol of American technological prowess. Lives are at stake,
along with national pride, and NASA's future. The shuttle has moved from the early stages of development,
but it is not yet a routine technology. As long as the space shuttle does not perform like an airplane, NASA can
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not manage it like the FAA. There is little question that NASA is evolving into a hybrid organization, one that
protects its R&D mission, while trying to find a way to give necessary priority to high-risk quasi-operational
missions like the shuttle. Where the shuttle is concerned, NASA can delegate work, but not ultimate
responsibility.
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